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Clinton set for NATO
By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent

AM

WILSOltriodtpor I rows photo

Murray Ctty Council inembere take the oath of office during a ceremony administered by Circuit Judge
David Buckingham. Pictured are (from left) Bob BlilIngton, Tom Rushing, Dan Miller, Ruby Hale, Bill Wells
and Howard Konen. See page 2 for additional photo

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton conferred with
senior military and diplomatic
aides Monday in preparation for
his lust meeting with President
Boris Yeltsin since the strong
showing by Yeltsin's foes in Russta's parliamentary elections.
The sessions, which also deal
with a NATO meeting that Clinton will attend in advance of his
trip to Russia, began a final week
of briefings and meetings before
he leaves Saturday evening on a
10-day, five-nation journey.
The trip opens with a Jan.
10-11 NATO summit in Brussels
focusing on requests by former
Warsaw Pact nations to become
members of NATO. The leaders
are expected to ratify a Clinton
administration proposal that
offers Eastern European countries
closer cooperation with NATO
but not full membership.

BORIS YELTSIN
With the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the easing of the military threat to Western Europe,
NATO is struggling for a new
identity. Senate Minority Leader

Bob Dole, R-Kan., questioned ihi
reason for NATO's existence.
not certain that NATO
has a mission any more," Dole
said ii-unday on NBC's "Meet the
Press." "lliey never seem to do
anything. They backed away
from Bosnia and I'm not certain
what their mission may be in the
next 5 or 10 years."
However, at her daily briefing,
White House press secretary Dec
Dee Myers said that NATO "is
still the most important geopolitical relationship" that the United
States has and that NATO "will
continue to be the central organization for our relationships in
Europe."
Aside from briefings with
senior administration officials.
Clinton will meet over dinner
Tuesday evening with outside
experts to discuss NATO, Eastern
Europe and Russia. On Thursday,
IN
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Murray will throw party State slides along with storm
'94 marks city's 150th b-day
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
To commemorate the 1 50th
birthday of the City of Murray's
incorporation as a town in
1844, plans are taking shape for
a year-long celebration.
Members of the city council
discussed the celebration Moll-

day night following adjournment of the special called meeting to appoint city officials to
various committees, boards and
commissions.
Council member Don Henry
told the council that a number
of committees have been
formed in preparation for the

celebration.
Lynda Houck and Mary Jane
Littleton are serving as cochairmen of the activities.
Houck said people have
already volunteered to serve on
the committees.
•See Page 2

Dr. Rose discusses
KERA implementation
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
And it came to pass that on
April 11, 1990, education
changed in Kentucky.
Under the direction of a Franklin Circuit Court ruling that declared Kentucky's entire system of
common schools to be unconstitutional, the General Assembly
re-created a system of schools
that would provide each child an
equal opportunity to have an
adequate education.
When the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA) was signed
into law, the Calloway County
School District, under the direction of Superintendent Dr. Jack
Rose, began making changes.
Some of the changes included:
introducing the concept of the
primary school; school councils
consisting of parents, teachers
and principals; preschool program; and a technology plan.
"When looking at KERA, you
have to go back to the 66 school
districts who sued the state on the
basis that state school funding
was inadequate and inequitable,"
Rose said. "At that time, I
advised our board to stay out of
the issue.
"When it came to court, the
Keotucky education system was
thrown out. I think the underlying
thread was that there was a court
case that said something had to
be done so the legislators decided
to do the best thing they could do
for the kids," Rose said.
When the reform was implemented, school districts were provided with six teaming goals that
must be accomplished, in addi-

The Firing Line of Change

5 and remain until they are ready
for the fourth grade. The program
is designed to let children learn
and mature at their own paces.
"I think a lot of the frustration
has come from the professionals,
but it has been proven that this
program will meet the needs of
all children," Rose said.

research now in working with
children and we feel that it is
working," he said. "I feel our
people have pretty well bought
into the primary school program."
The primary school program 13
designed so children enter at age

• Associated Press political writer Jill
Lawrence examines the pokbc.al argument thal there as no health care anis
and therefore no need tor President Bail
Clinton's plan to revamp the system
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First of an occasional serb
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DR. JACK ROSE

FORUM

In an occasional
series, reporter Amy
Wilson will examine
the various aspects of
the Kentucky Education Reform Act and
its impact on the local educational
systems.

KERA:

tion to 75 learner outcomes that
form the basis of the student
assessment system.
"With KERA, no one got
exactly what he wanted." Rose
said. "One of the criticisms that
arose later on and continues is
that practitioners in the field
didn't have as much input. There
wasn't a lot of foundation work
done."
Regardless of those criticisms,
Rose said he thinks people have
been surprised at what has been
implemented.
"We have gotten better

By The Associated Press
For the second time in a week,
Kentuckians battled a winter
storm that made driving conditions hazardous, closed schools
and caused power outages as
measurable snow fell over twothirds of the state.
Schools were closed in nearly
70 counties and state workers
east of Interstate 75 got the day
off.
Ashland had the heaviest accumulation by late morning with
5A inches, and Morehead had 5

Another aspect of KERA that
has been implemented is the preschool center. Currently, Calloway County offers preschool services at each of its elementary
schools. However, construction
of a separate facility is expected
to be completed by late January.
"We will be the. only one with
the separate center as fax as I
know," Rose said. "It will serve
the 3-and-4-year-old handicapped
and the 4-year-old at-risk children. We are serving 160 children
with the program and this Milky
will allow us to maximize all the
resources."

"I am not pleased where we are
in terms of technology."
Rose said he hopes to spend
$600,000 on technology, which
would be spread system-wide.
-This will allow us to update
our equipment and get a movement started," he said.
Calloway Middle School leads
the system in terms of
technology.
Recently, the school entered
into a two-year agreement with
the Apple/Alliance Teacher
Development Network, which
establishes a teacher training center at the school. Calloway
Middle will be one of four
schools in the nation that has this
center.
"I think we will be able to
strengthen other schools," Rose
said. "Unless something is done,
the students leaving the middle
school are going to be involved
less."
Educators have been concerned
about whether the General
Assembly will approve full funding for KERA.

Of all the facets of KERA, the
one that has most disappointed
Rose is technology.
'That has been the biggest
mess on the state level that I have
ever seen in education," he said. • See Page 2
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Three months after the former parka
merit building was The site of rebellion
top Russian bureaucrats have moved
MIOVI, Runlet, White Noun The new
priamont has been Molted two less
proftWent buildlnes.

Calloway County senior Vanefia Sucy
drilled a school-record eight threepointers in a 76-61 Fourth District *in at
Mayfreld Monday night
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inches. Four inches were reported
at Pikeville, Richmond, Hazel
Green and Slade.
Three inches were reported at
Pine Mountain, Lexington,
Paintsville and Dry Ridge. Louisville had I inch, and the Jefferson
County schools — the state's
largest school system —
remained open.
Tom Owen, a spokesman for
Kentucky Power Co., said an
estimated 20,000 customers without power in eastern Kentucky.
He said the Pikeville division

II See P.96.2

Search on for
radiation tests
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Clinton administration is embarking
on a massive, government-wide paper search to learn how many
Americans deliberately were subjected to radiation experiments during
the early years of the Cold War.
"We're committed to getting to the bottom of it." White House
communications director Mark Gearan told reporters Monday after an
interagency task force met for the first time to map out the records
collection effort.
He said President Clinton intended to work with Congress on getting compensation for any victims who have been wronged by ques
tionable radiation experimentation.
Meanwhile, thousands of callers jammed a toll-free telephone line
at the Energy Department that was set up two weeks ago to allow
II See Pegs 2

Jones' agenda
ambitious for GA
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the sixth installment of a sevenpart series previewing the 1994
Kentucky General Assembly.
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
reads like a candidate's platform:
reform of the health care system,
the welfare system, tax structure
and state government.

regular legislative session of his
administration.
The issues Jones has chosen
would fill a four-year term.
"I think every administration
wants to make a mark," said
Mary Helen Miller, one of Jones'
legislative liaisons and staff
chiefs. "It is an ambitious agen
da, but it is 30 address the issues
of the day."
Ambitious, certainly. But how
realistic?
"I think we've got a golden
opportunity to do some of this
stuff," said Deputy Natural
Resources Secretary Greg Higdon, a former state senator who
has joined Jones' Capitol staff to

Add gun control, the environment, strategic planning for economic development and actions
to combat child sexual abuse.
This is no platform, however.
his part of Gov. Brereton Jones'
agenda for the 1994 General
Assembly — the second and final • See Page 2
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appeared to be the hardest hit in a
20-county service area.
"When we look at our numbers, they drop off as you go up
toward Ashland and down toward
Hazzard," Owen said.
All available crews were dispatched to repair downed power
lines, Owen said. "Heavy, wet
snow is our big thing," he added.
Power officials urged customers to turn off large appliances
until service is restored to avoid
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AMY WILSONA.selor a Thus pier
Murray City Council members take the oath of office. Pictured are (from lofty Tommy Sanders, Danny Hudspeth, Don Henry, Charles Horn, Joe Reeroat and John E. Scott.

II Murray...
them will probably take place in
the summer and in the early fall
because that's when we have a
lot of people coming into
town," Houck said. "The idea is
to get the most people involved
as possible."
Several of the events will be
held in conjunction with Murray State University's Scottish
Festival in September.
"The more people we can
pull into the event, the better
luck we will have," she said.
"We plan to use the Murray
coat of arms, which is used by
Murray State, as our logo."
One activity that is already
planned is a parade during the
Scottish Festival.
Houck said if any events are
planned during Freedom Fest,
which is the annual Fourth of
July celebration, they will be

FROM PAGE 1
"Don Henry has already
rounded up some fantastic volunteers for the committees," she
said.
City Clerk Jo Crass read a
proclamation that will be signed
by Mayor Bill Cherry pertaining to the celebration.
According to the proclamation, "Through the 150 years
that have passed, our city has
become the home to a highly
respected university, a thriving
industrial and farming base, a
medical center, strong businesses and wide support for the
arts.
"With all that Murray has
been and become, this seems
the fitting year that we should
look around ourselves and celebrate. We invite everyone in or
around Murray to remember the
past, cherish the present and
plan for the continued growth
of our future."
Houck said the activities will
be sprinkled throughout the
year.
"We don't have specific
events planned yet, but most of

4-9-1
PICK 3:
THE PICK:
7.12-26-28-33-39-43-56
Sponsored by.

FROM PAGE .1
tripping breakers as the power
goes back up.
There were also power outages
in the Morehead area, according
to state police.
A winter storm warning
remained in effect this morning
for the eastern third of Kentucky
and a snow advisory was issued
for central Kentucky.
Snowfall was expected to vary
from less than an inch in western
Kentucky, to 1 to 3 inches in central Kentucky and between 6 and
12 inches across eastern sections,
the National Weather Service
said. The snow was expected to
diminish to flurries across the
state later today.
Roads were snow covered.
slick and hazardous in all but far
western Kentucky and state
police were discouraging travel,
especially in the eastern third o
the state.
With last week's snow stil
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fresh in their minds, Kentuckians
took plenty of precautions for the
next round of wintry weather.
Shoppers crowded into grocery
stores and road crews made preparations Monday. Snow shovels,
rock salt and items such as ice
scrapers were out of stock by
Monday afternoon in some Louisville area stores.
The snowfall was a result of a
a storm system that developed
over the Gulf states Monday and
intensified as it moved northeast
between the Appalachians and

•Jones'.

East Coast today. The storm mixed moisture from the Gulf with
colder air from the Great Lakes.
Harlan County Road Foreman
Jim Hughes said he wasn't waiting for the snow to hit. His crew
began putting chains and plows
on the county's trucks Monday
morning.
"You're never ready for it, but
we try our best to be prepared
and just hope for the best," he
said. "I had rather have them on
and have them ready."

III Rose...
FROM PAGE 1 •
"I think the General Assembly
will do what it can to fund KERA
with what funds are available,"
he said. "But when you look at
the economy, it will be difficult.
The legislators are stilt inclined
to do what they can in order to
improve education."
Rose said he thinks KERA will
undergo some fine tuning during
the legislative session.
"One change will be moving
the KIRIS testing back to either
the sophomore or junior year,"
Rose said. "There has to be some.
connection on how well a student
is doing based on assessment and
whether a student graduates."
KERA has been brought to the
firing line by people who claim
values are being taught to the Students, as well as homosexuality
and witchcraft.
"I really think the anti-KERA
movement is part of a bigger
movement," Rose said. "The

MURRAY POLICE
Doc. 21
.An individual who identified himself as Reginald Lashea
Lewis, Fort Campbell, was arrested for shoplifting a video
game valued at $54.96 from Wal-Mart. While processing, the
suspect escaped from police At 8 p.m.. Dec 22, the suspect
was arrested after being identified as Renardo Lashea Levine,
-etarksville, Tenn., a Murray State University student Levine
was charged with theft under $300, three counts of second
degree forgery, tampering with physical evidence, third
degree escape and giving an officer a false name. Levine was
jailed on a $2,500 bond The case was investigated by Officer
Mike Jump.
Doc. 29
*Officers responded to a complaint at Fox Meadows concerning a robbery in progress. The residents indicated to
police that when they responded to a knock on the door, a
young person pointed an object believed to be a gun at them
and ordered them to give him ,their gun and car keys. The
residents closed the door on the individual and he left the
scene. Officer Nicky Knight located the individual behind
another home. The person pointed what turned out to be a
pellet gun at Knight and pulled the trigger. Knight was able tO
take the individual into custody without injury. The suspect, a
juvenile, has mental problems because of an injury. Mental
hospitalization is being planned.
•Charlie's Pharmacy, Whitnell Avenue, reported a broken
front window.
Dec. 30
•Donald R. Kusturin, Main Street, reported that items valued at $2,275 were taken from his residence during the
holidays.
Doc. 31
-William 'Red" Hodge and—Russell Lynn Elkins were arrested for disorderly conduct and terroristic threatening. The
arrest followed a complaint from a Sycamore Street resident
indicating Hodge and Elkins were drunk and making threats.
•Three juveniles were charged with theft by unlawful taking
after a shoplifting incident at Ivy and Lace Gift Shop.
•A 13-year-old juvenile was charged with shoplifting $9.79
worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart.
.Ben Graves, South 16th Street, reported two broken windows on his vehicle. According to the police report, the windows appeared to have been shot with a BB gun.

things we are teaching now are
what we've been trying to teach
for years."
Although the elementary and
middle schools clearly demonstrate the impact of /CERA. Rose
said there is not too much that is
different at the high school.
"I think we are going to see
teachers working more with
themes and see a lot of upper
level science and math come
together," he said.
KERA also requires that sitebased councils be formed, which
include administration, teacher
and 'parentrepresentation.
"I have tremendous respect for
what the councils can do and I
think they are an asset because
they can sit down and discuss the
issues," Rose said. "There's no
way that I can sit over here and
decide what supplies a primary
teacher needs. To me, when you
start dealing with what makes us
better, that's good."

specialized therapists and treatment of offenders.
Miller said Jones cannot make
commitments on those recommendations until the budget is
resolved.
Administration plans on tax
reform, the environment and economic development remained
under wraps this week. Jones is
nearer some of his other goals.
A recently granted federal
waiver will make another
200,000 poor Kentuckians eligible for Medicaid health coverage
next year. Jones said it was also a
step toward "meaningful welfare
reform."
"Presently we have a system
where we tell a welfare mother
that has two or three children
that, if she takes that minimumwage job at McDonalds, she loses
her medical card," Jones said.
"She's smart enough to know
that medical card is worth more
to her than that minimum-wage
job."
Ideas for making state government leaner and more efficient
flowed from a Commission on
Quality and Efficiency that Jones
created. They included strategic
planning, changes in the state's
handling of money, letting private contractors take over many
bureaucratic functions and substantial changes in the merit system for state employees.
That system, created 30 years
ago to shield rank-and-file workers from political influences, is a
dinosaur by modern management
standards, according to its critics.
The Kentucky Association of
State Employees opposes any
tampering with the merit system.
Jones this month appointed
another task force to draft legislation for an experimental suspension of the merit law in some
agencies.

FROM PAGE 1
help prepare for the legislature.
"There's no question in my
mind that we're going to have a
substantial health care bill that,
long term, is going to be good for
.. Kentucky.
"I think we have an opportunity to downsize state government
a little bit, getting more .. productivity for what we spend of
taxpayer dollars," Higdon said.
Jones himself has been publicly upbeat about the 1994 session,
which begins Tuesday.
His relations with the General
Assembly unraveled last spring
during a rancorous special session on health care that Jones
called against legislators' advice
and wishes. But Jones said their
relations now are "exceptionally
good."
Staffs of both branches were
working this week toward a bill
that would blend Jones' healthcare ideas with those of the
House and Senate. Compared
with the ambitious reforms Jones
sought in May, it was expected to
be watered down but passable.
Jones' gun-control proposals
have more to do with increasing
penalties for gun-related crimes
than with gun availability. But he
also wants the General Assembly
to let local governments enact
gun-control ordinances — a power the legislature took away 10
years ago.
On child sexual abuse, Miller
said Jones is "supportive" of the
work of a task force headed by
Attorney General Chris Gorman.
But its dozens of recommendations would be expensive.
They included a victim's advocate in every commonwealth's
attorney circuit, a larger victim's
advocacy division in Gorman's
office, a statewide network of

•Search...
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*Took the oath of office
administered by Circuit Judge
David Buckingham.
.Approved the addition of
four members to the health
insurance committee that oversees the health insurance
program.
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supplemental.
"We aren't going to take any
light away from Freedom Fest,"
Houck said. "We aren't going
to overshadow the activities
that are already in place.
"Since there are three churches that will be celebrating
their 150th anniversaries this•
year, we hope to have some
kind of a social gathering," she
said. "We plan to use the city's
businesses and utilize the arts."
During the meeting, the
council:

Use president will fly to Milwaukee and deliver a foreign policy
speech raising the curtain on his
trip.
After Brussels, Clinton will
snake stops in Prague, Moscow,
Minsk, the capital of BeLarus, and
Geneva for talks with Syrian
President Hafer Assad.
Myers underscored that Clinton
does not intend to RICCI in Moscow with ultranationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky, whose Liberal
Democratic Party bested all other
parties in Russia's parliamentary
elections.
"Many of the views that Zhirinovsky has expressed are anathema to what we believe, and at
this point we have no plans to
meet with him," Myers said."
I don't expect that that will
change."
Clinton will arrive in Moscow
Jan. 12 for a three-night stay. The
visit is intended to underline support for Yeltsin in the wake of an
unsuccessful coup auempi and
the parliamentary vote that was
seen as a protest against what
many Russians believe are harsh
economic policies imposed on
Russia by the West.
Stunned by the vote, the
United States is overhauling its
support programs for Russia CO
ease the pain of "shock therapy"
reform and take steps to improve
the lives of the Russian people.
Myers said Clinton would not
announce any "major new aid
packages." Instead, she said, the
United States is trying to ensure
that "the aid that we've already
promised gets delivered
efficiently."

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

FROM PAGE 1
people to provide information about improper human radiation testing,
much of it in the 1940s and 1950s,
"Our lines are swamped." said Mary Ann Freeman, a department
spokeswoman. She said there have been as many as 10,000 calls a
day, with many people unable to reach one of 12 operators on duty.
Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary, who has promised full disclosure
of radiation experimentation, has said as many as 800 individuals may
have been subjected to questionable testing.
But others including Rep. Ed Markey, D-Mass., have suggested the
number could be much higher. Markey held hearings in 1986 on

human radiation tests and outlined some of the experimentation in a
report that year.
But he said the Energy Department then refused to cooperate by
providing further documents.
Gearan took a swipe at the Bush and Reagan administrations, saying they ignored the findings by Markey's subcommittee and refused
to cooperate by making public documents related to the testing.
"Nothing was followed up," Gearan said.
He said that the interagency task force planned to meet regularly
and that a half-dozen departments and agencies were examining their
records and files to try to .npoint any improper radiation
experiments.
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Russian officials move into White House
MOSCOW (AP) — Prime
Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin
and other top bureaucrats moved
into the Russian White House
today. three months after the forint( parliament building was
pounded by tanks and blackened
by fire.
Five thousand workers. including 2,000 Turkish craftsmen,
have worked round-the-clock on
the $80 million cleaning and
renovation of the marble tower
along the Moscow River.
The Whits House is now white
again --- and fully loaded with all
the extras. including a new air
,onditioning system and tinted
..indows It was rechristened
today with a spnnkling of holy
water by a Russian Orthodox
archbishop.
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President Boris Yeltsin ordered
the repairs to begin Oct. 5, the
day after he sent tanks and troops
to crush hard-line lawmakers and
their armed supporters who had
noted iltainst his decree dissolving parliament.
The White House had become
a symbol of opposition to Yellsin. He is trying to keep that from
happening again by turning the
building into the headquarters of
his Cabinet, instead of giving it
to the newly elected parliament.
The new parliament — which
convenes Jan. II — has been
allotted two less prominent buildings in Moscow, despite pleas by
some lawmakers for their old
landmark.
Yeltsin has a Suite of offices
on the third floor of the White

House, although his main office
will remain in the Kremlin about
a mile away
Chernomyrdin, the prime
minister, has taken over the
immense fifth-floor office of former parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov, who IS in jail awaiting trial for his role in October's
political violence
Repairs to the building's sixstory rectangular base have been
completed. But work is continuing on the 14-story oval tower
that nses from the heart of the
structure, topped with a huge
gold clock.
Some of the 2,000 Turkish
craftsmen are replacing nearly
13,000 square feet of mzrble tile
on the exterior of the tower,
which is draped with a giant

white tarp.
One Turkish construction
worker died last month in a fall
from an upper window.
The state,owned newspaper
Rossiiskiye Vesu reported today
that Turkish contractors were
chosen because they have long
expenence in the' former Soviet
Union, and because they agreed
to provide expensive construction
materials without advance payment from Russia's cash-strapped
government.
Two U.S.-based companies
also are involved. Honeywell Inc.
has replaced. the building's firefighting system, and the Otis elevator division of Pratt and Whitney has installed 19 new elevators, Rossiiskiye Vesti said.
All repairs are scheduled to be

finished by Feb. IS.
The White House originally
took 14 years to build. It opened
in 1980 as headquarters of the
Council of Ministers of the Rut
sian Soviet Federated Six- taiist
Republic, one of the IS Soviet
republics.
It later became the home of the
Russian parliament and the politi
cal headquarters ot Yeltsin, who
was elected the parliament's
chairman in May 1990.

wheaten.
And its new speaker, Khashula-•
to., gradually turned 'from allsell
to enemies of the president and
repeatedly sought to impeach
N'alisin the confrontation did
not ind until 1-72 tanks blasted
ft r
liners out Of the barn Whitt' Howse on ()I:t 4.
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Fighting continues in Mexico, rebels hold towns

en

SAN CRISTOBAL DE LAS
CASAS, Mexico (AP) — Indian
rebels held onto three towns and
fired at soldiers in a fourth Monday. The rebels, who are demanding better treatment from the government, blocked some roads and
charged "war taxes."
On the third day of the conflict, the army appeared to be
avoiding an all-out offensive
against the rebels. President Carlos Salinas de Gortan's administration appealed for a truce.
At least 65 soldiers, rebels,
police and civilians have been
killed since the Zapatista Army
of National Liberation launched
pre-dawn attacks Saturday on
towns and villages in Chiapas.
Mexico's southernmost state.
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A former Chiapas governor,
Absalon Castellanos, was
kidnapped along with his brother
and sister-in-law from his ranch
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Sunday and remained missing
Monday. Five kidnapped cattle
ranchers were rescued by the
government Monday.
On Monday morning, the
rebels pulled out of Las Margaritas, one of the towns taken Saturday, said Ramiro Garcia, a
29-year-old engineer.
"Everything is quiet but the
atmosphere is a bit tense," Garcia said in a telephone interview.
The rebels were still holding
the towns of Altamirano, Huxitan
and Chanal. They set up checkpoints around Huixtan and some
other towns on Monday and
demanded a "war tax" from
motorists.
The town of Ocosingo, the
scene of the heaviest weekend
fighting between rebels and soldiers, was mostly recaptured by
soldiers Monday. A Defense
Department statement said 27

Week before summit,
Poles worry about bid
BERLIN (AP) — Of all the
NATO members, Germany once
was the most supportive of
Poland's bid to join the alliance.
• But then came the revolt in Moscow and the rise of Russian ultranationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky.
Polish Foreign Minister Andrzej Olechowski found out Monday how influential those events
have been.
In a meeting with German
Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel,
Olechowski sought what Poland
has been craving for months:
criteria for NATO membership, a
timetable and the names of
nations that will eventually be
granted partnership.
All he got, apparently, was a
sympathetic ear and a promise
that Germany will argue Poland's
.case for full membership at next
week's NATO summit. Once
again, Poland is caught between
East and West.
Z4iirinovsky, whose party won
one-quarter of the vote in last
month's Russian parliamentary
elections, has advocated making
Poland disappear, just as it vanished in the 19th century when it
was divided and ruled by Russia,
Germany and Austria.
Poland's entry into NATO
would discourage such ambitions.
But Russia's leaders appear to
have persuaded Washington and
others in the West that letting
Poland join the alliance would
hurt their efforts to cement a
shaky young democracy.
In other words, sonic critics
have argued, they have been successfully playing the Zhirinovsky
card.
Zhirinovsky has been declared
persona non grata from Paris to
Bucharest. Bonn refused him a
visa. He represents Warsaw's
worst nightmare.
"Poland's angst over renewed
imperialism in Russian policy
must be taken senously," a leading German lawmaker. Fnedbert
Pflueger, insisted Monday.
The defense specialist, a member of Chancellor Helmut Kohl's
Christian . Democrats, said "the
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Kremlin's more or less open
threats against an eastern expansion of NATO should not be
answered with appeasement."
The more the Russians try to
pressure the West, the faster
NATO should expand eastward,
Pflueger said.
Fears of resurgent expansionism from a historical enemy are
behind the urgent desire of
Poland — along with the Czech
Republic and Hungary — for full
membership in NATO and the
European Community.
At Washington's urging,
NATO in October proposed
offering limited partnerships in
lieu of full membership — with
the possibility of eventual security guarantees once new associates
prove themselves worthy.
Washington's "Partnership for
Peace" proposal followed the
rescue of President Boris Yeltsin
by Russia's generals, who
crushed an October uprising by
hard-line deputies and gained
power in the process.
Eastern Europeans began to
fear they would be again allowed
to fall into Russia's "sphere of
influence."
Polish President Lech Walesa
said Monday that NATO's goslow approach was "shortsighted and irresponsible" and
could bring a "major tragedy."
"We are too weak and we
have to accept almost everything,
but we don't forecast anything
good for this concept," he said in
an interview with The Washington Post that appeared in today's
editions.

rebels and two soldiers were
killed and nine soldiers were
wounded. Sporadic fighting continued Monday.
The attacks took place in the
poorest part of Chiapas, a state
that is undeveloped and plagued
by poverty and land disputes. The
attacks also coincided with the
enactment of the North American
Free Trade Agreement between
Canada. Mexico and the United
States. One masked rebel leader
called the agreement "the death
warrant for indigenous ethnic
ground."
Coffee and corn prices on
which many Indians in Chiapas
depend are low — and NAFTA is
expected to seduce corn prices by
allowing cheap American corn to
enter the Mexican market dutyfree.
"What we want is socialism,
to exterminate capitalism," said a
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The Salinas administration,
along with leading opposition
politicians, the Roman Catholic
Church and Protestant groups
appealed to the rebels for a truce
and promised to discuss their
grievances.

Earlier Monday, the Red Cro,
refused to go into Las Margarita,
after one of its ambulances was
riddled by bullets on the outskot.
of the town.
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The uprising is the WOISt
the military put down a series ot
"So that there may be no. leftist guerrilla rebellions in tn.:
doubt, there
no part of Mexico 1970's.
where the differences are superior
Unlike the poorly *organized
to our capacity for dialogue, no
distance capable of affecting our guerrillas, the Zapatistas coordifundamental national unity," nated their movements precisely
and appeared to be highly trained
Salinas told Congress.
and well-armed. They faxed a
The rebel leaders did not proclamation declaring "war on
respond.
the Mexican army" to news
In Ocosingo, Alberto Alcazar, media in both Spanish and
a watchman at a soft drinks ware- English.
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house, said fighting between
rebels and soldiers on the towii'.
outskirts, continued all day Mon
day, and helicopters—hovered
overhead for several hours.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Reality of health
itcare crisis now
311raised as issue
lty JILL LAWRENCE
P Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some Republicans are testing the appeal of a novel political argument: There is no health care crisis and
fore no need for President Clinton's massive plan to revamp
system.
The conventional wisdom is that voters are on a rampage over
th care. If that's true, this advance guard is heading in a
dangerous direction.
But they see more political risk in going along with Clinton: the
prospect that he will win full credit, and re-election in 1996, for
Informs they contend will ultimately prove disastrous.
Under the Clinton plan, people would choose among health' insurance plans offered by huge regional purchasing alliances. All
ployezs would have to participate. There would be a standard
inimum benefits package, government controls on premium
'increases and coverage for all by 1998.
Clinton is counting on popular dissatisfaction with the status quo
to get his reform package passed. Therefore, goes the new GOP
thinking, it's imperative for Republicans to defuse the crisis men,.Iality underlying the debate.
"That notion is politically inspired and designed to intimidate
blicans from standing up and saying that Clinton's plan will
inake things worse," said Bill Kristol, formerly Dan Quayle's chief
staff and now head of an enterprise called the Project for the
ublican Puture.
Kristol recently circulated a memo laying out his prescription for
ublicans: Remind Americans they have the best medical system
world history. Dwell on the Clinton plan's impact on doctor
boices, treatment options and costs. Then recommend small but
ificant changes that already have broad support, such as prohiiting insurance exclusions for pre-existing conditions.
So far the most prominent purveyor of this approach is former
tense Secretary Dick Cheney, a declared presidential possibility
jot 1996.
"The vast majority of Americans that I talk to believe the health
•eare system works well for them," Cheney said this month on
iCNN. -I don't find very many people who think that ... the White
- House plan makes sense."
Some Republicans have bought Clinton's premise of a crisis and
proposed large-scale alternatives of their own.
At the minimalist end of the scale is Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas,
also a prospective Clinton rival in 1996, who has proposed tax-free
savings accounts to buy catastrophic coverage and pay medical
bills. Even Kristol suggests more needs to be done.
Yet a third 1996 possibility, Senate Republican leader Bob Dole,
is hedging his bets. Earlier this month, he declared that health care
is no crisis, merely a problem. He also floated the idea of an early
congressional vote next year on a "small market reform package"
of ideas that already have consensus.
Both are in line with the Kristol memo. At the same time, however, Dole characterized that strategy as "the scorched earth poliy" and said he disagreed with it.
One can hardly blame Dole for leaving his options open. Each
side in this argument says the other is misreading the public mood,
I and there's polling ammunition for all. Eight in 10 people say the
health system needs to be changed; eight in 10 also say they like
their own health care.
'
Some Republican analysts contend even the majority favoring
change have essentially one change in mind — cheaper care for
themselves.
That's not a comfortable thought for Clinton, whose plan is
expected to raise costs for some people at first. His main selling
*point to the middle class is security: health care that can't be taken
sway even if you get sick or laid off. But you don't need a massive
atatructuring of the system to fix that particular problem.
"People's definition of a major overhaul is a lot more incremental than the Clinton people believe and have proposed," said GOP
" pollster Bill McInturff. "That doesn't mean that the current system
is just fine," he said. "Republicans should not be positioned as
defenders of the status quo."
Republicans have good reason for queasiness as they walk that
fine line. Affordable health care for all was the rallying cry that
;carried the obscure Harris Wofford past Dick Thornburgh, former
_governor and former U.S. attorney general, in a 1991 Senate race in
Pennsylvania.
George Bush heard the message, but didn't heed it. And that was
li.kiLthe
. beginning of the end.
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'.. Milking the public purse for a few extra dollars has long been a
vorite pastime, but why are those who are caught so sanctimonious
• "'V defiant about it?
When it was discovered that a state Parole Board member dated his
ignition so that he would remain on the payroll five weeks into a
w full-time job, Gov. Brereton Jones properly pulled the plug.
Early this month, Larry Ball announced he was leaving his
'1454,692-2-year parole board post effective Jan. 8. But he started work
-,,
i411 director of a Louisville halfway house on Dec. 6.
The governor terminated his slate employment effective Dec. 10, a
y he attended a parole board meeting. That job, as the salary clearly
1
' ales. is full-time, but Mr. Ball said he found other members to
meetings he could not attend because of his new job. Mr. Ball
'
say he planned to spend evenings and weekends catching up with
le work.
"I don't think I'm taking advantage of a situation. I think I'm being
'
damn fair," Mr. Ball said. That question is, fair to whom?

'Scribbles'a childhood landscape
A radiant, red-fingered sun
beams down on a boy and his
dog. Two small clouds float over
their heads, like wordless balloons in the funny papers. The
boy's crimson hat is jaunty, and
his splendid yellow shoes are the
same shade as his dog's floppy
ears and the unblinking face of
the vibrant sun.
Like many dogs and their masters, this pair looks alike. Their
blue eyes and wide smiles match,
as do their crooked noses. The
dog stands on hind legs so he can
mirror his master's stance. Arms
upraised, fingers splayed, they
welcome us to their world, where
boys and dogs do not have to
keep their feet planted firmly on
the ground, for here there is no
horizon and it is always summer.
The Landscape of childhood is
as clear and vast as the eye of
eternity in the cover illustration
on the current edition of Scribbles, the annual literary magazine
produced by the children of Murray Primary School. Christopher
Crafton, age 6, created the
sketch, titled "Playing Fetch With
My Dog Charlie," and readers
will delight in the book's contents as much as they take pleasure in its cheery cover.
This is the sixth volume of
Scribbles, a collection of prose,

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger (I. Times columnist

.

poetry and art selected by parents
of the local school children.
According to the introduction, the
magazine "offers a way to celebrate the gifts of words and pictures our children give us and to
share with the wider world their
insights and emotions."
All the writings are presented
just as they were written, so stones, essays and poems are reproduced with spelling and grammar
errors intact. The object is to
encourage children to commit
their ideas to paper without the
fetters of perfection. The results
are endearing and impressive.
For instance, if Cassie Stephens, age 5, waited to master all
the rules of spelling before writing "The Foot Log Fish," the
story may never have been written. What a shame that would
have been, never to capture the
tale that begins like this: "Me and
my grammo wr fishing together. I
cot a foot log cat fish..."

Another thought-provoking
entry is provided by Sara Jane
Cunningham, age 8. In "Thankfl!
Thankfl! Thankm" Sara begins
with a familiar refrain but adds
her own unique perspective. This
is how it starts: "Oh a tisket a
taskit a green and yellow baskit. I
cood care les, but today I will
take the things I'm thankfl for
out of the old cupbord in my
brain like I do evre Thrsday. You
could say my cupbord is full..."
The pictures in Scribbles portray many familiar childhood
scenes. There are sclf-portraits,
family pictures, drawings of
favorite pets, and an occasional
rendering of figures from the
popular culture, like "Garfield in
a Turkey outfit," by Ryan Houston, age 9. I suppose I like the
drawings of houses the best,
since that is the only image 1
could manage with my own crayons in those first tender years of
school.
V'Aires Foster, age 9, draws

"Home" as a house flanked by
two trees and topped by a thick
slab of sky. The boor to the
house is huge, so big that it
almost squeezes out the two windows next to it. The sun, which
looks as if it sprouted from the
roof, could be a baseball.
Matthew T. Harris, age 5,
created "My House" to illustrate
his story, "What Happened At
My House." The picture features
a large, rectangular structure with
three tiny doors, each with a window above it, and identical chimneys above that. The sun appears
to be in eclipse above the house,
since a string of spheres tracks its
way across the sky.
The publication of Scribbles
was made possible this year by a
personal donation to the Murray
schools by John Mack Carter, in
honor of the contributions "made
by his father, W.Z. Carter, who
was supenntendent of the school
system in the 1950s, and his
mother, who was a teacher and
debate coach in the local schools.
The anthology has been recognized in Kentucky as a major
component of the school system's
writing program. Copies of Scribbles are available for $3.50 from
the central office of the Murray
Independent School District,
502-753-4363.
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A stiff lesson for the kid
(Mike Roylco is on vacation. In
his absence, we are reprinting some
of his favorite columns. This column was originally published on
April 25, 1978.)
The young couple had a bitter
quarrel. From the angry words that
drifted to others in Billy Goat's
Tavern, the dispute seemed to be
over whether he or she was the
She
better racquetball player.
loudly declared that she was
through with him forever and
flounced into the night, leaving him
to brood over his beer.
After considerable brooding, he
squared his shoulders and with a sob
in his voice said: "1-feel like
jumping off the bndge and ending it
all."
A broken-nosed man sitting a few
stools down said: "Don't do it, kid."
The young man shook his head
and said: "Why not? Without her, I
don't want to go on. I want to end it
all."
The broken-nosed man said: "I'm
not telling you not to end it all.
That's your business. Maybe it's
even a good idea. What I mean is,
do it a different way. Don'tjump off
the bridge."
The young man blinked at him for
a moment and said: "What does it
matter how I do it?"
"It matters to other people,kid. It
matters to me."
"Why should it matter to you? I
don't even know your name."
"My name's Charlie," said broken
nose. "I work down the street on
one of the excursion boats on the
Chicago River. That's shy I don't
want you to go off the bridge. Show
some consideration for others."
"How does it concern you?" said

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
the young man,
"Because since I've been working
on the excursion boats, I've spotted
25 or 30 stiffs in the river and
reported them. It's very depressing.
"That many?" the young man
asked.
"Yeah. And what's wor'se is when
they float to my dock. Then the
police pull them out and lay them
out and that makes a mess. Who
needs that?"
The young man looked revolted.
Charlie went on.
"Just the other day, I was coming
to fie the boat up when I spotted a
floater. I had just painted the dock
and thought, to heck with that.
"So I put my boat in reverse,
gunned it hard, and the backwash
carried the stiff all the way down to
the next landing. Then I called the
police and they hauled him out there
instead of at my dock."
The young man was horrified.
"You saw a body in the river and
you ... you... just washed it away?"
He couldn't go on.
"Sure." Charlie said. "Why
should I be responsible for everybody who goes in the river? Enough
is enough."
The young man shook his head.
What you did was. was . Inhuman.

Charlie looked amazed. "What
do you do, kid?" Charlie asked.
"You know, for a living."
"I'm in computers," the young
man said. He named a large
corporation down the street from the
bar.
"Uh-huh," Charlie said. "Nice
clean job, huh? No bodies around
where you work?"
"Bodies? Of course there are no
bodies," the young man snapped.
"But you think it is OK to mess up
where I work with your body. How
would you like it if I came to the
place you work and stuck my finger
in one of your computer plugs and
fried myself and you had to take
care of it?"
"That's ridiculous," the young
man said.
"Think about it, kid. If you are
going to knock yourself off, at least
have the decency to do it where you
won't be a nuisince. Go a few
blocks over to the lake and jump off
the rocks."
That suggestion brought an angry
howl from a hulking man on another
stool, who said: "Whatya mean, the
lake? Don't tell the kid to jump in
the lake."
Charlie shrugged. "I was just
trying to help."
The big man said: "Yeah? Well, I
fish for smelt. And last year me and

some buddies were down by the
lake one night, and you know what
happened? Not more than five
minutes after we put our nets in, we
caught a stiff."
The young man gasped. "You
caught a body when you were
fishing?"
"Yeah, some guy."
"That's terrible," the young man
said, "Who was he?"
"I don't know. We threw him
back."
"You what? You threw him back
in? The water?" The young man's
eyes were beginning to bulge.
"Yeah," said the big man.
"Whatya expect? If we pulled him
out, the cops would have been
making reports all night and we
would have never caught no smelt.
We called when we finishci fishing
and they got him out anyways. I
heard it on the radio."
'T'he young man shook his head.
"I can't believe this. 'They threw him
back in the water."
"I'll tell you, kid," said Charlie,
"maybe a sewer would he the best
thing."
The young man stared at him. "A
sewer? Are you serious?"
The big man nodded. "Yeah, you
won't mess up the fishing that way."
Just then, the door opened and the
In a
young woman came in.
moment, they had apologized and
made up. She suggested they have a
drink.
"Not here," the young man said,
'pulling her toward the door. "Not
with THEM."
After the door closed, Charlie
said: "That's the trouble with kids
today. You can't tell them anything."
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First Place program will
start new cycle Thursday

JO'S DATEBOOK

First Place, a Christ-centered health program with an emphasis on
weight control, will begin another cycle this month. First Place is for
those who want to lose a lot of weight or just a few pounds.
The First Place Program consists ot weekly-Bible Studies, daily
Scripture memory and commitments to prayer, exercise and proper
nutrition. The food plan is recommended by the American Diabetic
Association.
An onentation meeting for Murray First Place Groups will be held
on Thursday, Jan. 6, at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. Attendance
at an orientation meeting is mandatory for enrollment in the Janurary
cycle of First Place.
Classes will begin the week of Jan. 10 at the following locations:
Blood River Baptist Church, New Concord: Blood River Baptist Association, Hardin; Nature's Bounty, Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray;
New Life Christian Center, Main Street, Murray; and Westsids Baptist
Church, Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.
The cost is $75 for new participants which includes First Place
notebook, Bible Study materials, recipe book, journal and one dining
out field trip. This cost can be paid in installments during the 13-week
period. Repeating participants will pay $35.
Blood River Baptist Church began sponsonng First Place in January
1993, and has help start 10 First Place groups in Marshall and Calloway Counties.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Church Women United to meet
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will
have an executive board meeting on Thursday. Jan. 6. at 10 a.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. "Each church in
Murray and Calloway County is asked to have a representative present at the meeting on Thursday so the work of CWU can continue." said Mildred Smith, president.

Ladies Guild to meet tonight
Ladies Guild of SL Leo's Catholic Church will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall. Al! women of the parish are
members and all are encouraged to attend the meetings, a guild
member said.

Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Jan. 5, at II
a.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray. Each one should bring holiday gifts to
share the joy with others. Geneva Osborne, president, urges all
members and invites visitors to attend.

Homemakers meeting Friday
Calloway County Homemakers will have a council meeting on.
Friday, Jan. 7, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray. Vinita Winters,
president, urges all council members and all members of homemakers clubs in the city and county to attend.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will have a special meeting on Thursday,
Jan. 6, at 7:30 p.m. This is another meeting in addition to the regular meeting scheduled on Friday, Jan. 28. "Compassionate Friends
is comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS),
still births, or miscarriages. You will have contact with people who
listen and who offer support, according to a hospital spokesperson.
For more information coatact Chaplain Rebecca Church at
762-1274, or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 6, at I p.m. at the club house. "General Club Orientation"
will presented by the Membership Committee of the general club.
Betty Kirkenmeier will give the "Thought for the Day" and Gloria
McLaughlin will give the introduction. Hostesses will be Ann
Churchill, Ann Jeffords, Martha Farris, Jo Cleta Williams, Margaret Taylor, Terri Shertzer and Kim McFarlen.

Kappas plan meeting
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Peggy Billington and Margaret Yuill will present a program on "General Club Orientation."
Hostesses will be Martha Roberts, Rita Henley, Dorinda Craig, Gail
Turner and Alana Garrison,

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Jan. 5. at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
- compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.

Purchase Conference Thursday
Purchase Area Regional Baptist Ministers Conference will be
Thursday. Jan. 6, at 10:45 a.m. at Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College, Mayfield. The Rev. David Brasher, pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church, will be the speaker. All ministers and laypersons are
invited.

Sharing Group plans meeting
The Bible Study and Sharing Group of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will meet Wednesday. Jan. 5, at 7 p.m. at
the church. Jane Cothran will be the leader. All interested persons
are invited to attend.

Humane Society selling shirts
Humane Society of Murray and Calloway County has sweatshirts
with the Humane society logo on them for sale at $15 each. These
come in an assortment of colors and sizes. These may be purchased
at Miss Bradie's at Hazel, but ask for the shirts as they are in a
cabinet. For more information call 492-8796.

Blood River course offered
Blood River Baptist Association will, offer a Seminary Extension
Course, New Testament Survey, party III,(NT 3167). This will be
a survey of the early church, Pentecost to Patmos. Acts through
Revelation. The cost for the class will be $35 registration and
books for $30.94. 'The class will meet on Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m.
for nine weeks beginning Jan. 17. For more information call Terry
M. Sills, Director of Missions, at 437-4203.

Western Caribbean cruise planned
I

The Leisure Life is planning a Western Caribbean Cruise for
March 6 to 12, 1994. The cruise will be aboard Royal Caribbean's
Majesty of the Seas with pots of call at Cozumel, Grand Cayman,
Ocho Rios, Jamaica and Coca Cay, Bahamas. The cruise includes
round trip transportation, cruise and all meals and entertainment
about ship, driver and skycap gratuities, baggage handling, $50,000
accidental death insurance and port taxes of $93. Price for inside
cabin will be S1528 per person and for outside cabin $1628 per
person. Reservations must be mane by Jan. 4, according to Martha
Covey, director for Leisure Life.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
stops during this week. Offered will be blood pressure, pulse and
two hoer blood sugar screenings. Also available will be a Stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit at cost of $4. On Wednesday the
Exprest will be at Piggly Wiggly, MuIray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
' and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday the Expr6s will be at Kenlake State
Park, Aurora, from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Kimberly Ann Clark and
Michael Alan Haas to marry

Clark and Haas wedding
vows will be said Jan. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Turley of Cadiz announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Ann Clark, to
Michael Alan Haas, son of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Haas of Cadiz.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Thomas Allen Clark, a
native of Shelbyville. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Arnold C.
Wynn of Cadiz.
Miss Clark, a graduate of Tngg County High School, will receive
her Bachelor of Music Education degree from Murray State University
in May of 1994. She is an active member of Iota Beta Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota professional music fraternity for women.
Mr. Haas, a native of Dayton, Ohio, representes the Alloyd Insulation Company, Incorporated of Dayton as its project manager in Indianapolis, Ind.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 15, at 1 p.m. at St. Loo's
Catholic Church, Murray.
All relatives and mends are invited to attend the wedding.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Jan. 4

Wednesday, Jan. 5

Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Kentucky-Barkley Basi n' Gals/7
p.m./Louie's.
Kappa Department 01 Murray WOrnall.
Club/6.30 pm /club house.
Ladles Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church/7 p.m./Gleason Hall.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5:30
p.m./Sirloin Stockade
11a50/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Aaosymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 1134, First
Presbytehan Church/6 p.m.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./foe
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 cm -2 p.m hot
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Aoonymoos/open meeting/8
p.m./Amencan Legion Hall. South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Calloway County Genealogical Society/4
p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.
Cesar Support Group/3 p.m./pnvate
dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/Mary Linn MSN/762-11DO
Bereavemeet Support Group Education
meeting/4.30 p.m /Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/Nancy Rote,
762-1389.
. sos)n
Stogies Organizational Society (
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info, Pamela, 753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Hardie TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Chards events include
Kathleen Jones w/Madelle Talent/2 p.m.;
Bea Walker ./Clots Campbc11/7 p.m.
Calaway County Middle School Seventh
Grade Basketball learn plays at North
Marshall/33O pm.
Murray Slate University Racers hos
Arkanuo College in basketball garner:30
p.m./Racer Arena at Carlisle Cutchin
Fieldhouse.
Wratber West Kentucky Museum/open
830 cm.-4715 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hownal/Piuly Wiggly. Murray/
830-1130 am and 12:30-3 p.m.
Bible Study and Sharing Group/7 p mist
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Calloway County Public Library events
include Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m and
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples' Class/6:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7:30
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible Study/6:30
p.m.
Weaside Baptist Church events include
Church Coamm1/6 p.m.; Prayer service
and Children's Choirs/7 pm.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and Mission Groupar p.m.. Sanctuary Choirtil p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/I0 a.m.;
Children's Handbell Choir/3.15 p.m.:
Adult Handbell Choir/4 p.m.; Youth
Club/5 p.m ; Turner Covenant Prayer/6:30
pm; Chancel 'Choir/7:30 pm.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include 11.F./5"15 p.m: itipimroks:15 F-In•••
Bible group/7:15 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Ualversity Church of Chnit events
include Ladies' Class/9'30 a m and Bible
classes/7 p.m. '
First Presbyterian Church eventi include
aOlf Practice/6:30 p.m
First Christian Church event, include
Reunion Group/8 am., Market Place A D
29 at St. Leo's; Chnatian Family Fellowship dinner/5:30 pm.. Bible Classes and
Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; Choir
Practice/7:30 pm.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Business meeting/7
First Baptist Church events include Fellowahip Supper/5 30 p.m.; Library opai
and Children's 'Handbells/ 6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Klaymma. Life mod
Work Teachers/6:30 p m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m., Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m
OpenRidins/5- 10 p.m./West Kentucky
Exposition Center. Free admission_ Info.
762-3125.
Wrstlaer West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

Wednesday, Jam. 5
CaRoway Comely High School Site Based Decision Making Council/4
p.m./school
J•cks•• Purchase Doll Club/I1
a.m./Holiday Inn, Murray.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 vies/Ellis
Coansualty Center.
Senior Golf Group/9 a.m./Miller Manorial Golf Course.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Ruby Rudolph, Waist View Nursing
Eight newborn admissions and
Home, Murray;
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Mrs Euple Bean, Rt 5, Box 335.
County Hospital for Thursday,
Murray, Keys F. Keel. 1409 Sycamore
Dec. 30, have been released as
St , Murray. Mrs Mary Louise Bidwell,
follows:
755 Riley Cl. Murray. k4rs Vera P
RI 2, Benton
Newborn admissions
Expirstions
Penn baby girl, parents, Vicki and
Mrs. Grace Pauline Garland, 811
John. RI 4, Box 298, Camden, Tenn ,
North 18th St., Murray, Mrs Gladys
Gilland baby boy, parents. Donna
Darnell, 1615 Ryan, Murray.
and David. RI 2, Box 168A, Bonton
• • • •
Give baby girl, parents, Tracy and
Three newborn admissions,
Wendell, RI 1, Box 331, Murray;
Jones baby boy, parents, Mindy and
dismissals and one expiration at
Todd, 1513 Walnut, Bonbon;
Murray-Calloway County HospiFutrell baby girl, parents, Amy and
tal for: Saturday, Jan. I, have
Greg, 1314./. Vine St., Murray,
been released as follows:
Puckett baby girl, parents, Jennifer
Newborn admissions
and Johnny. Box 32, Dexter;
Belcher baby girl, mother, Joy. P.0
Coomer baby girl. mother, Anita
Box 904, Calvert City.
Frost, RI 3, Box 150, CaNert City.
Dotlich baby boy, mother. Deborah.
Crouch baby girl, parents, Lori and
Rt. 6, Box 93, Benton;
Brown, 109 South 13th St., Murray
Staples baby girl. parents, Krishna
Dismissals
and !Ilya, Flt 1, Box 114, Kintsey
Mrs Christy S. Blassingam• and
Dismissals
baby girt. At 10, Box 160, Benton,
Mrs Berry M Morris, Al 1, Box 407.
Mrs. Gwen Bustle and baby boy, Rt. 5.
Mayfield. Miss Diana R Foster. P.0
Box 953. Murray,
Box 11373. Murray, Mrs Lod B Crouch
Mrs. Lou Devine and baby girl, Al
and baby girl, 109 South 13th St .
1, Box 147A. Calvert City. Mrs. ShawMurray,
nee Hamlet and baby boy. 172 Hilidale
Mrs. Amy P Futrell and baby girl.
Ln Apt , Hardin,
James E Green, West View NursVine St., Murray. Michael H
13144
ing Home, Murray, Mrs. Bettie Sue
Garrison, RI 5, Box 473, Murray; ...1-ohn
Murdock, Rt. 7, Box 411-A, Murray;
Rt. 3, Box 5, Murray;
Robbins,
Mrs. Roma D. Morris, Rt. 3, Benton;
Mrs Mindy Jones and baby girl,
Ms Vickie Lynn Hayden. E31 Mut1513 Walnut, Benton; Donnie H.
Cal Apts., Murray, Mrs. Judy A. KimWinchester, 813 Broad Ext . Mruray,
bro, RI. 5, Box 396, Murray, Robert P
Mary B Cavitt, At 2. Wingo:
Ms
Thurman, RI. 7, Box 767, Murray,
Mrs Tracy L Guge and baby girl.
Mrs Angie L Morris, Rt. 1, Box
RI 1, Box 331, Murray, Mrs Mary E
277-E, Alm°. Mrs. Florence R. Jobs,
Wilson, RI 1, Bo. 315, Paris, Tenn ,
1805 Greenbrier, Murray; Ma. KatherMn Corine Gibson, 601 North Brewer,
ine E. Lax, 966 Chestnut St., Murray,
Parts, Tenn.
Mrs Dorothy E. Lefever, 716 FairExpiration
lane Dr Murray. Jimmort Ftoberson,
Miss Laura Rogers, RI 4, Box
608 Oak Cove, Apt. 4, Mayfield
Murray
114A.
• • • •
• • • •
Three newborn admissions,
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals and two expirations at
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Murray-Calloway County HospiCounty Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
tal for Friday, Dec. 31, have been
2, have been released as follows:
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Newborn admissions
Parrish baby girt, mother, Denise.
Henson baby girl, parents, Rebecca
212 irvan, Murray;
and Danny, Rt. 5, box 169. Benton;
Calhoon baby girl, parents, Randy
Winders baby girl, parents. Valerie
and Vickie, P0. Box 249, Hardin,
and Ricky, 902 Northwood Dr.,
Hobbs baby girl. parents. Thomas
Murray;
and Christie, 1611 VYiswell Rd.,
Terry
parents,
toy,
baby
Thompson
Murray
and John. P.0 Box 523A, ae/tsn
Dismissals
Dismissals
Mrs Avice Barnett, RI 1, Box 212,
Hardin, Mrs. Avis 0. Brown, RI. 1, Box
Jimmy Pritchett, Rt. 1, Box 97, Dex598, Hardin. Fred T Carson, Rt. 3,
ter, Miss Anita Frost and baby 91r1
Box 123, Benton,
Goodie', RI 3, Box 150, Calvert City,
Mrs Donna J &Hand and baby boy.
Mrs Jennifer Puckett and baby girl,
R1. 2, Box 168A, Benton. Mrs. RebecBox 32. Dexter; Mrs. Debbie Cunning445,
Box
3,
A. Henson and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box
ca
Rt.
girl,
baby
and
ham
169, Benton;
Benton;
Mrs Vicki L. Penn and baby girt Rt.
Billy Bruce Wilson. Rt. 2, Hazel;
4. Box 298, Camden, Tenn , Mrs. JenMrs Carolyn Marlow, RI 6, Box 353B,
nifer Puckett and baby girl. P.O. Box
Murray. James Edward McGehee, 410
32, Dexter.
North First St., Murray,
Iks. Terry L Thompson and baby
David Brandon. Rt. 5, Bo. 115, BenI.
Rt.
Stephens,
boy. At 8, Box 523A, Benton, Mrs
Ann
Beverly
ton. Mrs
Valerie L. Winders and baby girl, 902
Box 101, Hzel; Miss Betty Jane WilNorthwood Dr. Murray
loughby, 2104 Brookhaven, Murray.
David Andrew Burris, At 1, Box 149
C5. Murray: Miss Kaytlin M. McDaniel,
HCR 75 Box 265, New Concord; Miss
Esther M. Williams. Rt. 2, Box 61,
Cut It Out
Hazel;
Mrs Barbara F Parker, A-22 Fox
In the past month 73
Meadows, Murray; Ms. Patsy Ann
percent of all Kentucky
Hale, 504 North Seventh St Murray;
Mrs Fran L. Walczak, 1473 Curd Rd.,
have made a
shoppers
Hardin;
Georgia G Woods, P.0 Box 193,
purchase because of a
Hardin; Mrs Dolan Courtney. 307
newspaper coupon.
Peach Tree, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth E.
Vaughn, 1616 Main St., Murray;
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1993
Mrs. Beatrice B. Hughes, 309 South
The Pretton Group Lexington Ky
13th St., Murray; Mrs. Revs C Jones,
519 South Sixth St., Murray; Mrs
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Eagles end
rough year
in overtime

'Three's Company'

Bucy guns down Cards from '3'
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Time ran out on the regular seaWA at last, and good riddance as
far as the playoff-bound San
Francisco 49er3 are concerned.
Roger Ruzek made good on a
second-chance 28-yard field goal
with no time left in overtime
Monday night, giving the Philadelphia Eagles a 37-34 victory
over the 49ers in the last game
before the playoffs.
Moments earlier, Ruzek missed
a 38-yard try, but the Eagles got
another Shot when the 49en'
Merton Hanks was penalized for
roughing the kicker after leaping
an an effort to block the kick.
Following the penalty, Ruzek
nailed the winner to send the
49ers (10-6) into the postseason
with losses in three of their last
four games, including the last
'two.
"Hey, Philadelphia didn't have
ranything to play for and they
'played a good game," San Francisco tackle Harris Barton said.
Philadelphia (8-8), recovering
from a micheason tailspia ceased
by a wave of injuries, aided the
year with three straight victories
so avoid their first losing season
since 1987.
Nearly lost in the wild finish
was Steve Young of the 49ers
winning a third straight NFL
passing title - something no
other quarterback has done and the relief performance by his
backup, Steve Bono, who
directed two scoring drives in the
'final 4:41 to force overtime. The
49ers trailed 24-3 late in the second quarter.
"They have to realize they
can't expect to get off to this
kind of start and still win a ball
game," San Francisco coach
George Seifert said.
The 37 points were the most
given up by the 49ers this season,
surpassing the 30 scored by
Atlanta in a 37-30 San Francisco
win on Sept 19.
The 49ers will have a firstround playoff bye and play either
Minnesota, the New York Giaats
or Detroit in a divisional playoff
Jan. 15 at Candlestick Park.

VANESSA BUCY

MAYFIELD - Three's a
crowd. Three's Company.
Three's a new Calloway County
record holder.
Wearing uniform No. 3, Lady
Laker guard Vanessa Bucy set a
school record for three-point
shooting Monday night as the
Lady Lakers defeated Mayfield
76-61 for their first Fourth District win of the season.
According to Calloway
County stets, Bucy was a perfect 8 of 8 from 3-point range
and finished 10 for 12 from the
field. Of course, she finished
with...33 points.
"Usually I don't shoot well
here so it was a big surprise,"
Bucy said after her perfor-

LADY !AKERS 76, MAYFIELD 61
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mance.
Head coach Peter O'Rourke
said it was a Calloway girls'
basketball record, but couldn't
say for sure who held the previous mark.
It may have been Bucy.
As a freshman, the 5-6 gunner dropped in five 3-pointers
in one game. She was the
team's top shooter as a sophomore, but opted not to play
basketball last season.

"1 nate to think about last
year when she packed it in,"
said O'Rourke, who still won
the First Region tide. "I don't
like to think about it. She had a
starting role last year if she
would've played.
"She's a shooter, but you
can't shoot if you don't play."
Bucy rejoined the team this
year and has been slow in
regaining her sophomore form.
"I've had a couple of stow
games and I was starting to get
worried," said Bucy, who has a
season high of 16 against Fulton City.
With fellow senior and leading scorer Valerie Shelton out
with a back injury and not
expected back anytime soon,
Bucy must continue to shoot the

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Lady Tiger freshman Sara Williams (33) bolts to the beak*, for two points after teammate Poppy Hogged (35)
dears the way Monday night against Lone Osk.

LAKERS 66, MAYRELD 411

MAYFIELD - Though
they've only played 11 games
this season, Calloway County
'High School's boys' basketball
team has already played half of
its Fourth District games.
To most observers' surprise,
the Lakers are 3-0 in the district
and alone at the top.
-They're (Lakers) a different
team this year, no question about
that," said Laker head coach Ron
Greene, who has seen his team
jump out to a 9-2 start -They
have confidence in thenmelves
and their teammates.
-Tonig,ht, they came out ready
to Play."
Calloway picked up its latest
district wia Monday night with a
66-49 decision over Mayfield
(2-8).
Leading scorer Brad Cleaver

Although it wasn't perfect,
Murray's girls managed to keep
their winning streak intact for
now.
The Lady Tigers, playing for
the first time since Dec. 17, won
their seventh straight game Monday night, breaking open a close
game to down Lone Oak 48-39 at
home, their second win over
Lone Oak this year. Murray
moved to 7-1 with the win.
"We were really rusty since we
haven't played in a while," Murray coach Jimmy Harrell said.
"We played fairly sloppy at
times, but the main thing was that
we got the win and we -accomplished what we set out to do."
Lone Oak led early as Melanie
Sims scored six points in the first
four minutes and Caroline Steele
added a three-pointer to give the
Lady Flash a 9-3 edge.
But then Harrell called for the
Lady Tigers to go to a diamond
and one defense with a chaser on
Sims, who had scored 28 points
in the teams' earlier meeting this
season. That limited Sims to just
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war in the first quarter after Mayfield jumped out to a 3-0 lead.
Calloway went on a 17-4 run to
take a 17-7 lead in the first quarter. 'They never trailed again, but
had to fight off several Mayfield
runs.
Mayfield clawed to within
17-15 in the second quarter, but
Cleaver drilled a triple to push
the lead back to five. Mayfield
got within 24-21 minutes later,
and again Cleaver drilled a trey.
Calloway led 30-23 at halftime
before Mayfield got to within
41-39 in the fourth. Again,
Cleaver hit a "3" to push the lead

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
believes his No. 4 Wildcats are
ready for the conference season.
The Wildcats cçenSqphst.
-pMr tonight when
ern Confererce
they entertain No. 22 Vanderbilt
(7-2) in a natiosally televised
pine on ESPN. Ttpoff is 9:37
p.m. EST.
•

•
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six more points the entire game.
Murray, meanwhile, managed
to wake up offensively, and
forced an 11-11 de at the end of
the first quarter.
"Sims hit a few early, and
when she does, you've got to do
something because she had 28 on
us the first time we played," Harrell said.
The lead changed hands four
times early in the second frame.
With Lone Oak up 18-16, Murray
reeled of six straight on free
throws from Sarah Snyder and
Stacy Thomas and a Bonnie Payne layup off a Thomas steal to go
up 22-18. That lead didn't last
long, though, as Lone Oak
dropped in back-to-back buckets
to tie the game at 22-22.
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Murray's boys broke a twogame losing streak with a 58-51
road win over Reidland Monday
night.

stroked five crucial 3-pointers to
lead the Laken with 21 points.
Calloway's balanced scoring
iacluded 14 from Brest Anderson
awl Chad Darnall and 13 from
Thomas Hornbuckle.
"We had to play well to beat
them," said Greene, who picked
up his first-ever win at Mayfield • See Page 7
on Monday. "Mayfield has
improved from last year and I
have great respect for Coach
Calleway's Chad Darnall (10)
(Scott) Schlosser. We knew it
scored a career-high 14 on
was going to be a_ war."
Monday.
Calloway's shooting (7 of 12)
arid pressing defense stalled the

"We're playing good basket- Wildcats have spent a lot of time
ball in practice," Pitino said on the basketball court.
"We've been practicing 4, 5, 6
Monday. "This stretch has
always been a good stretch for us hours a day," said Pitino. "It's
for learning the offense and been great. It's something we
defense. This is when I've aboya cherish as a coaching staff, and I
sees the most im;inurpitin _Ihinkths players enjoy it quite a
-theAselves not having the
our Whitten team eac
This ii the time of season pressures of academics and just
when teams aren't limited to 20 concentrating on playing baskethours a week of practice because ball all the time."
Besides the additional practice
school is not in session. And the

MURRAY 48, Lone Oak 39
sums,
L( OAK

Foster
returns
to hit 30

The Greyhounds led 20-13
after one quarter, but Murray
came back to lead 32-29 at halftime and 42-39 at the third quarter stop.
MURRAY 58, Reldlind 51
MURRAY
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Vandy to meet well-rehearsed Cats
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

• See Page 7

Murray starts 1994
in familiar fashion

District-leading Lakers roll
to crucial win over Mayfield
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

"I feel like 1 have to score to
replace her," said Bucy. "Maybe not replace her, but replace
some of her points."
Coming off the bench,
Bucy's hot shooting sparked the
rest of the Lady Laken Monday
night as they hit 25 of 45 from
the field and 9 of 10 from
three-point.
"We played well, but there
was a litde confusion early,"
said O'Rourke, "We prepared
for a different (Mayfield) lineup
and started our big people. We
changed the lineup in the first
quarter and our smaller lineup
gave us some quickness.
Calloway (7-4) outscored

ai•-i'S",3

1•
-

time since the semester ended on
Dec. 17, the Wildcats (9-1) won
three games to win the Maui
Invitational and defeated San
Francisco and Robert MOTT13.
They return to classes next week.
Vanderbilt, which is coming
off 92-75 victory over Illinois
State. ,returns three starters from
last season's team that finished
28-6 and won the SEC
championship.

James Foster led Murray with
30 points and 11 rebounds while
James Curtis and Chrise Allen
added eight each. The TiE,....rs shot
a hot 22 of 39 from the field (56
percent) and 10 of., 16 from the
free throw line.

"This Vanderbilt team is a
Reidland was paced by David
tough team," said Pitino. "My Ramage with 14 points and Chad
guess is that they'll be back in Hamm with 10. The 'Hounds
the Sweet 16 again with a break connected on 23 of 56 field goal
here or there. I think we have attempts (41 percent) and jest
four teams in our conference that five of 14 at the free throw line
could do serious damage in the while outrebounding Murray
NCAA, and I think they're one of 27-20.
them."
The Tigers, now 4-2, host FulGuard Billy McCaffrey leads
the Commodores with 18.7 points _ton County Friday night.
and 4.6 assists.

4

Jazz give Dallas no
sympathy, 115-85

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Arkansas, North Carolina top college poll
Temple slipped out of the top five and Kansas climbed in, while
Arkansas and North Carolina remained 1-2 for the fifth straight
week in Associated Press college basketball poll.
The Razorbacks (8-0) drew 49 first-place votes and 1,580 points
from the national media panel to outdistance the Tar Heels (10-1),
with 10 No. I votes and 1,515 points.
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FROM PAGE 6
to five and get Calloway into
their "Four-to-Score" offense.
Koby Fritts, who had 16
points, hit a 3-pointer with under
four minutes remaining to cut
Calloway's lead to 50-44 before
Cleaver answered with a jumper.
Calloway finished the game hitting 10 of 13 free throws.
Calloway, corning off a second
place finish at the Martin (Tenn.)
Christmas Tournament, finished
the game 23 of 41 from the field
and 6 of 12 from 3-point.
"We made free throws at the
critical time and our shot selection was good," Greene said.
"We weren't as sharp at the
. Christmas Tournament, but
-."
."'"trinight^filr•we sharp."
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•Murray starts...
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Mayfield stayed close in the
first half by going inside and putting back offensive rebounds.
Calloway. led by Tyler Bohannon's six boards, fixed that at
halftime.
'Tyler started to get a couple
of boards in the second half,"
Greene explained of his 6-3
junior center. "I told him at halftime he had just one more
rebound than a dead man.
"He has to be mentally focused
for us to be as good as we can
be."
Balanced scoring is a key to
the Lakers' early success, in
addition to the emergence of Darnall, who had a career high with
14. His previous best (12) came
against South Fulton last week.

But Murray took the lead for
good in the last 1:30 of the half
on baskets by Snykler and Wendy
Dowdy, and despite missing the
front end of two one-and-ones,
the Lady Tigers managed to lead
26-22 at halftime and never trailed again.
The score stood at 28-24 early
in the third frame when Lone
Oak's shooting turned ice cold,
allowing Murray to pull away.
The Lady Tigers put together a
10-0 run as Payne and Sara Williams each canned a three and a
regular jumper to push the margin out to 38-24. Sims finally
broke the drought with a layup at
the 56 second mark for a 38-26
score heading into the fourth
quarter.
Murray's biggest lead of the
game came early in the fourth on
a Poppy Hogsed free throw and a
Payne jumper, giving them a
41-26 edge. Lone Oak tried to
stay close, pulling to within
41-33 after a Steele three and
coming to within six, 45-39,
when Steele stole an inbounds
pass and drilled a jumper with 18

seconds to go.
The Lady Flash then got their
chance to cut further into the lead
as Murray was unable to get the
ball inbounds, but threw the ball
away to end any hopes of a
comeback.
Payne was Murray's only
double-digit scorer, netting 19,
while Thomas and Snyder each
added eight. The Lady Tigers hit
14 of 46 from the field (30 percent), two of eight from threepoint range, while making 14 of
23 at the free throw line.
Steele led Lone Oak with 14
points to go along with Sims's
12, The Lady Flash connected on
just 15 of 57 field goal attempts
(26 percent) and two of six from
three-point range, while making
only three of 10 free throw tries.
"Lone Oak has a good team,
and it's good that we've beaten
them twice," Harrell said. "We're
still a little bit young, and it
showed tonight."
The Lady Tigers play at Carlisle County Thursday night before
hosting Fulton County Friday.
The Lady Pilots are 7-0 heading
into a game at Ballard Memorial
tonight.
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FROM PAGE 6
Mayfield (2-4) 22-8 in the second quarter and the run was
sparked by Bucy.
Mayfield tied the game at
15-15 with 5:48 to play in the
first half when Bucy drilled her
first triple to put Calloway up
18-15. Calloway scored the next
six points to take a 24-15 lead.
With less than two minutes to
play in the half, Bucy drilled
back-to-back 3-pointers to make
it 32-19 and junior Farrah
Beach followed with a trey with
706 to play to make the halftime
score, 35-19.
Bucy began the third quarter
with two-straight 3-pointers to
make it 41-19. Her third of the
period made it a comfortable
48-21 with 4:57 to play in the
quarter.
Calloway got sloppy late in
the game and Mayfield pulled
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Quality Work at a fair price.
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—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

The &iodated Press
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The Dallas Mavericks got no
sympathy from Karl Malone after
being trounced by 30 points for
their 26th loss In 28 games.
"You can't feel sorry for other
teams in this league," Malone
said after scoring 19 points and
grabbing nine rebounds in 30
minutes as the Utah Jazz defeated
Dallas 115-85 Monday night.
The win was Utah's fifth
straight, ninth in its last 10 games
and 10th straight at home.
Tom Chambers scored 20
points and Jeff Malone added 13
for Utah. Jim Jackson led the
Mavericks 23 points.
The Mavericks got within
60-52 with 7:21 left in the third

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Marcus Moore scored 22
points Monday in leading Austin Peay to a 83-76 upset of
reigning Ohio Valley Conference champion Tennessee State.
The game was the OVC
season-opener for both teams.
Austin Peay (2-8 overall) led
most of the way, until Tennessee State's Curtis Davis tied it
at 69-69 with a jumper at 3:47.
The Governors responded
with six straight points, four by
Moore, to make it 75-69. Tennessee State (4-6) couldn't
make up the difference as the
final three minutes became a
foul shooting contest.
Jermaine Savage's 12 points

[Dv
OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
led Austijs Peay to a 40-37 lead
at the bkçak. Savage finished
with 21
its. Tyrone Beck
scored 22 poiht and pulled 11
rebounds.
Monty Wilson led Tennessee
State with 19 points. Carlos
Rogers scored 15, and Tim Horton added_ 13. Davis scored 11
points.
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Allen paces Eastern
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
John Allen scored 21 of his 27
points in the first half as Eastern Kentucky built a 22-point
halftime lead and held on for a
90-81 victory over Morehead
State on Monday night.
The Colonels (5-6) led by 28
points early in the second half
before Morehead State began a
comeback sparked by reserve
freshman guard Jerry Fogle in
the Ohio Valley Conference
opener for both teams.
Morehead State (5-6) pulled
to within five at 82-77 on a
3-pointer by Fogle, who scored
a career-high 31 points, including 27 in the second half. But
the Colonels made their final-
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six free throws to hold on for
the win.
Arlando Johnson hit all 10 of
his free throw attempts and
scored 18 points for Eastern
Kentucky, while Marlon Stewart added 14, DeMarcus Doss
12 and William Holmes 10.
Tyrone Boardley scored 15
and grabbed 14 rebounds for
Morehead State.

As o. As $5995

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

THE LAST SET OF
TIRES YOU MAY BUY
THIS CENTURY

UT-Martin topples Middle

within 61-43 in the fourth.
Mayfield head coach Lanny
Lancaster was whistled for two
consecutive technical fouls with
5:30 to play and Bucy shot the
four free throws. Naturally, she
hit three to put the game away.
"We needed this win on the
road against a district opponent," said O'Rourke, now 1-2
in the district. "We're still at
the bottom of the barrell, but at
least we know we can play in
our own area."
Beach followed Bucy with 15
and Molly Wisehart added 12.
Marti McClard pulled down
nine rebounds to go with her
eight points.
• Calloway's junior varsity
fell 40-33 at Mayfield. Stephanie Holland led Calloway with
14 points, followed by Heidi
Wilson with 12. Kylie Johnson
pulled down 13 rebounds.

MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) —
Sidney Benton scored 21 points
and DeWayne Powell added 16
to lead Tennessee-Martin to a
70-64 overtime victory over
Middle Tennessee State in the
Ohio Valley Conference opener
for both teams,
Neither Tennessee-Martin
(2-6 overall) nor Middle Ten-

nessee (3-7) led by more than 5
points during the second half
which wound up with the teams
in a 57-57 tie after a 3-point
basket at the buzzer by MTSU's
Milton Dean,
UT-Martin quickly took
charge in the overtime, going
on a 9-1 run to lead 66-58 with
only 1:20 remaining.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

The XH4' is so long lasting it's backed by an 80,000 Mile Treadweor
Limited Warranty 'So by the time the year 2000 4,1is around:
you'
ll probably still be riding on the some set of XH4 all-season radials
•,„

THE ONE ANDONLY
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Racer Basketball
vs.
Arkansas College

MICHELIN

10110,441 10 141.404•NOM:04 r Ole •••4

Tuesday, January 4
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena/Cut-chin Fieldhouse

•
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Carroll Tire
Wheel Alignment, Inc.
'Computerized Wheel
Balancing
(et*
'Computerized 2 Wheel
and 4 Wheel Alignment
Monday'— Friday 7:30-5
Closed Saturday
1105 Pogue Ave Murray, KY 753-1489
Hours

Call 762-4895
for ticket information.
6.
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FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

SCOREBOARMIll

quarter when Popeye Jones was
called for a flagrant foul for
elbowing Karl Malone in the
head
Dallas coach Quinn Buckner
was assessed a technical for protesting, and Derek Harper then
drew a technical as well. John
Stockton made three of the four
free throws to put Utah ahead
63-52 The Incident came about
two minutes after Dallas center
Greg Dreiling was hit with two
technicals and ejected.
Utah took its largest lead at
113-81 with 1:06 remaining.
Stockton, Bryon Rus-sell,
Spencer and Corbin each added
10 for Utah. Stockton had 12
assists for his seventh straight
double-double,

Austin Peay upsets
TSU Monday, 83-76
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Jason Smith of Southwest Bentwitary enjoyed a hug from Ruth Potts, who
was admiring his Halloween costume.

Primary students Allison Cross and Caleb Mathis (left) show student
teacher Jill Plocker the squares they made for a quilt depicting scenes
from the book "Little House In the Big Woods."

Norris Barrow did part of his student teaching In Betty Jackson's class at
Southwest twinentary.

- roe
About 20 students in the Primary Team C at East Eienientary mode and
erupted volcanoes as part of their team time Pictured: Brandon Stone and
Thomas Smothennan.

Lanette Hurt's flfth grade reading class wrote steps explaing "how to"
acities. Chris Faughn, John Kopperud and Drew Henry explain how
to make orange juice.
Officer laiHodie J011811 from the Murray Police Department presented
program on -Stranger Safety" to Family II at North Elementari School

Robertson resource students went to a special rodeo at the Expo Center sponsored by the Council for Exceptional Children and MSU's
Rodeo Club.
Amanda Hardison, Ashley Williams, Dustin Garrlott Erik Ramsey, Marcy
Boggess and Jordan Ferguson, students in Karen Falwell's class, enjoyed
making mice of bananas, Icing, licorice, almonds and hersheys kisses.

.4E4
Johna BrMain, Bradley Burkeen and Nicole Grogan, students In French I
classes at Calloway County High School, enjoy authentic French cuisine as
they prepare "croque-rnonslers

Primary 1 and 2 students In Martha Leet and Fonda Grogan's classes at East
Calloway had fun practicing math patterning skills by making Indian
headbands.

Using a Geiger Counter and Beta radiation source loaned from the AISU
Physics Department students at Calloway County High School ran a
controlled group experiment to determine background radiation and counts
per minute from beta source

David Ellison and other seveth grade art and music students at Murray
Middle School presented a parody of the song "Age of Aquarius" with
original lyrics and costumes.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway'
County School; and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
. questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-$3631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
L 1753-293i

Read the classifieds

•
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Star 7 students are shown instruments that determine temperature, density
arid the amount of oxygen in the water at the Hancock Biological Station

chool Supply

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

CHEEKLIkYour child's education is very
important to u•. That is why we
carry a large inventory or educational
and enjoyment reading material to
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help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and lee the many different
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The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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titles we have to offer.

READMORE
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Star 7 students wont to the Hancock Biological Center. They went out to the
docks and saw the boats they take out on the lake to do their studies.

Chestnut Hills
Murray

Parent / Teacher
Educational Supply
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
•
Gale B Goe-telison Nectar
Kalh y E W4soe Aim cairn Deed*,
109 South 154h • Murray • 753-5227
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131N handicap stool. with
grab handles. 2 grab rails.
folding meow electric let
chairs 474-2377

12x65 38R rir both• on
lake lot with carport
$12.000 436- 5648

MAW

IMI31104 TO VOU
INVITATION TO BID
WOW
arallair

Th. City of Murray, Kentucky vkll accept
bids for one 1994 truck, cab & chassis to be
used.by the Murray Public Works & Utilities
Street Division,specifications are available
at the City Clerk's Office at 207 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Sealed bids
should be so marked and in the City Clerk's
Office by 2 p.m. CST. Monday, January 10,
1994. The Murray City Council reserves the
nght to accept the lowest or best bid or to
reject any or all bids.

a we COMPOTIT is.47.44 HCSW
DAVI ISM 713-3891
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All
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Ward Elkins
753-1713
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doe Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square. 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
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Ti.. Zenith Mon
Is 40 Today.
(Terry Lee)

Norma Jeane's Nails
Treat
Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure
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$10
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YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Al Scull
Love ya baby.
Happy Birthday
Secret Admirer

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN4ROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of:
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

• Soil-Less Mixes
'Finished Plants
• Started Plants

' Float Trays

X
X

AURORA PIZZ2 Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re opening
dales

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requelled to check the
first insertion of their
ads(many error. Murray Ledger as Twigs
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported immediately an corrections can be made.

mr/

Now booking started & finished plants.

(502) 435-4415

Persona.
LONELY? To meet singles
in your area. AS ages Contact LOCUS USA, 2342 University Station, Murray. KY
42071-3301
MEET nice singles w/
names, phone Ws Down
Home Introductions
61 5-235-5000.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doers open •t 64301

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
soura so Hie Road. right on So Halo Road I/4 rrsla
OPEN TO THE PUBIC

753-0166

HON-PROF I OfICANIZATiON

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Sfi Ugly Duckling
krAESCIRCEMIll
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Tevy
TatIkk
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP

We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Tgp Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

ALPINE CD player (7903)
and Rockford AFZ/HD
crossover 753 7976
BOGARD tructung and ex
c,avating. ric We haul bp
soil, gravel. hl dirt while
rock, np rap 759-1828
INDUSTRIAL size desk.
$75. 30 geld, fish tank,
accessories included. $75
CAI 7549629
NEW metal siding & roofrig Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable airport kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
NEW Smith Corona electric
typewnter, table chair, all
for $100 Call evenings
502-436-2611

1993 FRANKLIN 16x80,
3br, 2 bati centre/ ar & gas
heat
753 6384 or
437.4995
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
436-4027
NEW YEAR SPECIAL'
Two NEW 1993 homes
16 x80. with centre/ air
conditioning. underpinning
electric hook-up
"20' of
water 8 sewer line hook up
included FREE on these 2
dose outs', Onions Mobile
Homes, inc , Hwy 79E
Pans TN 1 800 642 4891
260
NW,
Nimes Fos Ram

SOLD

SEWING job; wanted. in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

WOOD stove with glass
front 759-9799

Business
Cppodually

Home
Fundliarys

COMPLETE set of tonng
benches, coiner, cash register, shelves, also complete set of body wraps,
with heating oven & about
100 wraps, 2 gallons of
solution All you need a a
store Good money maker
evenings
Call
502-436 2611

SUPER single waterbed
753-0789
QUEEN size waterbed,
headboard with mirror 4
drawer pedastal like now
Call 753-0822

FOR Sale Commercial
building on S 12th
Street,Murray 5800sq ft,
with central h/a Call Pat
Latimer 753-1893

584C CASE forklift
492-8516

0 J
Help
%OW
$503 A week guaranteed, if
you veil follow our success
plan Growing cornpan
looking to expand into
Western Kentucky We are
seeking people with expen
ence in selling vacuum
cleaners, encyclodpedia,
insurance, cable subscopbons. satellites, jewelry,
meat, etc Opportunity for
advancement Interviews
to be held 2nd week in
January Call for appoint
merit 1-800-242-2466
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
opeoings for people 16 thru
,21-Ahat are not full time high
'school students Call
753-9378 FIVO days a week
between 8 00arn-3 COpm
We we an EOE This pro
lea a funded by the Wealarm Kentucky Private Industry Counal-JTPA
HOUSEKEEPER Must
have own transportabon.
Excellent pay Call with references 753-2667
KEEP Your New Veers
Resolution Get the lob of
your dreams by using over
250 iob seeking secrets
Learn the secrets of what
employers want and look
for in potential employees
Send $895 today! Employment Services. PO Box
9132. Paducah. KY
42002-9132
NOW hiring assistant manager or MIT Must be career oriented, highly mot
valid & self starter Apply in
person after 1 30pm Sonic
Driveln, lAurray, KY
WANTED barmaich. waitresses 8 dancers, $500
plus weedy Doi Nov..
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901-642-4297. 7pm-2am

RESTAURANT for sale LA
Chicago. Central Shopping
Center, Murray. KY Ideal
for family business
436-2096

11111

210
Fireweed
20 25 RICKS of wood for
sale 436-2776
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

NORTHWOOD Subdivi
saon Ductile 30r, FA boll
carport, 1401 McNees
Northwood We keep Yawn
Central gas h/a. wod hookup $475/mo 1 month deposit 1 month rent 1 year
lease 436 5230
NOW taking applications
kx Section 8 low rent nous rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am•12noon No
phone call please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 28 3 bed
rooms, handicap acceso
ble. Equal Housing °poor,
testy. Apply Heckert Apts
H•rdin. Ky. or call
502-437-4113.
VERY not 2br, 2 bath du
plex appliances furnshed,
central gas hie Northwood
Dr 8475mo 1 month de
posit, 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home vliage Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898

SUNT

Roane
For Reed

2BR trailer No pets 1608 1614 OLIVE, all utilities
N 16th St 753-9866
furnished. kitchen & Irving
31311 mobile home for rent, room ors/tug% Coleman
RE 753-9898
references required
753 6012 leave message

14 STORY house & 10
aaes 3400aq IL ate, 3
bail 2 cr garage
south of Coles Camp
ground Church 6150,000
Call 753-7975 or 750 9404
2811 home located new
downtown area Vacant &
ready lot immediate occupancy Priced in the s20.s.
owner asking Ice offer Corp
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS 55332
3B11 home in town, quiet
neighborhood Just re
duoed to $50 500 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753 1222 WS* 5269

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distend' to college 753 5209

FOR sale by owner Newly
redecorated. 31x, 1 belh,
lots of room 653.000 110
N 9th 753-9761
NEW duplex, Carnendge
Sub 2br, 1 bath, ail appliances By owner
759 4958
OLDER 5br home, near
university Needing sane
repairs Offered at $36.000
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MISS 5307
.190
Used
Cars

Mobilo
Haws Lois Far Real
MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

Buena*
Boatels
4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
BOO 2200S0 ft
RE 753 9898

Coleman

DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes utilities Call De
bby at 753-1266

Houses
For Hen
51 COZY rental 4br, 1
bath. new paint, dishwasher Lease. no pets
8440/mo 753 8734 or
753-3366 Tom
2BR, 1 bath with gas heal.
stove, refrigerator, washer
dryer, nice backyard, new
paint I floors, $325/mo
lease, deposit No pets
753 7210
3BR, near town gas heat,
$275/mo plus deposit No
pets 492 8360
4811,2 bath, fully furnished,
lakefront deck. whirlpool
tub, weekly or monthly
rates Coleman RE
753-9898

VEHICLES UNDER I1210!
Can au:bored Of IRS [RA
lEtIliaroratis ,nrks Boos,
kiolofKomin Carronrs and
me* Cal id roe
1 18001 438-4867
Ere A-11101

Used
Duds
1980 FORD Ranger. Icing
wheel base good truck
81500 oto 437 4092
1987 CHEVROLET S 10
43(4 very good condition
$4000 437 4289
1990 FORD Crew Cab,
lon Dootey, diesel, auto
loaded bumper hitch ft
goose neck ball, 811,000
obo Cail 759-1997

denim
1 1 A Hauling, moving
dean up odd jobs,
trimming, tree rem
mulch hauling. green -i
wood Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436 5744
1 A A 1 Hauling, tree trim
rung, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al lA leaf raking & mulch
ing, light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mcwit
ing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 site
5pm. 759 9816 7530495

1983 ESCORT Wagon, ANTENNA Repair and in
87.XXX mans, air, auto, pis, stallaton Replace or in. •
ph, $1000 obo 436-2920 quality Channel Mastro
tennas, rotors, and an
after 5pm
fiefs Beasley's Antonia
1984 CHEVROLET Cele Service,
Buchanan
brity V 6, gray, sunroof,
901-642-4077
tinted windows, new des,
sharp car, $1400 Call
753-2494

FIREWOOD, also tree service Cal 436-2562

t

VEHICLES
UNDER $200!

HELP WANTED

MINIVANS Ford, CA
,
.
rolet Dodge 8 Plymouth
753-0603
_

ALPHA Builders Carper
try, remodeling. porch.,
roofing, concrete di
1982 TOYOTA Ceica GT, ways painting mai,
pis, moon roof, good condi- nano.). etc Free amino'',
489 2303
tion, $1500 7535934

1985 3002X, t tops,
NICE 41w new carpet &
RETAIL or Office Space in wallpaper, etc, gas teat, loaded. 69,XXX miles
To Buy
sharp
759-1509
S Side Shopping Center
$400/mo 605 Sycamore
1 ACRE or less lot in NOM"
SEASONED firewood Call 753 4509 or 753 6612
St Call 753 2339 or 1986 TOYOTA Corolla,
Elementary School District
the WOOD MASTER for
753 8767
one owner, $3600
Call 0 37- 4 549 after wood that stacks up
7516098 alter 5pm
4 30pm
• SMALL 2br house. gas
759 9106
heat, nicely decorated, car 1987 600 SE DODGE.
titub
lZentill
ANTIQUES by the piece or
port, otley room, $325/mo 79xxx miles, loaded
collections Call 753-4133
415 So
10th
1.2.3BD apes Furnished
Call $1200 753 3209
after 5pm
very nice near MSU No 753-2339 or 753-8767
pets
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
CASH for mobile home
SOLD
days.753-0606 after 5pm
tires 6 axles 436-2578. KIMBALL console piano
360
Ike
new
firm
$1000
901-644.0679
For Rol
1987 RED Camaro, V8,
1BR apt, 631 N 4th. new
753-8673
Of LIMP
t tops, excellent condbon,
heating & air, $225/mo utiliCASH paid for good used
90,XXX
miles Call after'
PIANO tuning John ties included, except CREEKVIEW Self storage
nfles shotguns, and pa
5pm 759-4823
tols Benson Sporting Gottschalk. 753-9600
electric Call 753-2339 or warehouses on Center
753-8767
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Drive behind Shoney's 1989 TAURUS, 64 XXX
Murray
620440/mo 759-4081
miles $4200 492-8577
1BR, dose to on's/warty &
Buileses
hosprtal, some utilities pad
NORTHWOOD Storage
Seratoss'
753 8756
presently has units availArticles
able Carl 753-2905
XTI and Assoaates offer
1BR energy, efficient duFor Sale
prig a lull line of investrgatrve plex on 280 No pets
STORAGE buildings
10.4 FT brake, Pro Two fo
services Bel Air Center $275irno & deposit
753-6012 leave message
vinyl siding 436-2701
753-3868 or 436-6099
Cars auctioned by
753-8848 before 9pm
STORAGE trailers
IRS, DEA, FBI nationBR near MSU appliances 753-7888
wide. Trucks, boats,
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
motor homes,compuUvesieck
ters, and more!
1 OR 2br apts near down
II Supplies
town Murray 753-4109
Toll Free!
Circulation
1(800) 436-6867
28R apt 2 blocks from A BULL cross teed 3/4
campus, water & garbage Charolas, 1'4 white face,
Ext. A-1 801
time
and
18 months Must sell
furnished 753 5980
436 5598
county routes.
2BR
Apply sn person after 1 p.m Mon.-Fn.

woo

Vans

3BR home on well shaded
s sae lot South 121, 6
miles Immediate possession 436 2521

140

100
TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

1979 12x56 ALAMO with
central IVa, needs work
63500 obo 753-4432

460 GALLON propane
tank 753 6432 MIN 6pm

X

025

MSU
an a
)unta

o the
<Ilea

x

MRS. THERESA, Reeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

753-137

W ILDLIFE/
CONSERVAT10111 JOBS
Gems wardens, securtty,
maintenance. etc No cep
necessary Now faring For
into call 219-794-0010 eat
7159, 8am lipm 7 days

MfumnoE H now

ununnce.

Notice

WANTED Dancers and
waitresses tor Foxy Lady
Club Pans TN No exponent* necessary Phone
Chorlie Of Jaf, at
901-6440301

Hoare '
For sets

Cali

Department, part
paper delivery for city

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches & decks
aralable aqth rnotal fool

Silver root coating
White roof coming
Everlock vinyl
underponmg
K Rob und•rpenrung

windows. meta,
seine, floor mow
ahem Pumice a ad

D00
,
2

COnd1D0111119

Phone (502) 492-8483
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
APPLIANCE SERVI'
Kenmore Westrighoi
Whirlpool 30. years
penance
BOB!' /
HOPPER 436-5848

Quality Home
Cleaning Service

Home Services Inc.
(502) 759-4033

RENTED

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
No Phone Calls Please

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
tot S160 a month (pod in

odvonce)

Call 753-1916 for details.

PTL has opportunities available for career
minded individuals. We have positions that
would offer unlimited potential and advancement for the right people. We are looking for
applicants with any of the following backgrounds, computers/data entry, communications/telephone skills, or customer service. We
offer an outstanding compensation package in chiding fringe benefits. All replies will be kept
confidential If you are • responsible and eager
person and looking for • career opportunity,
please send your resume to,

PASCHAit TRLIEk

ifli

AK

Paarhall Truck Line& Inc
Personnel, Departanint ('
P.O. Be: 008
Murray, KY 490/1
No Please, Calio

2BR duplex, in nice prrvate
wee, $425/mo 753 3343

Psis
& Supplies
AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies 753-1362 weekdays
435 4236

2811 duplex, appliances
central We, unfurnished,
quiet residential area lyr AKC Miniature Schnauzer.
lease $300/mo Before 3 salt & pepper. 1 black.
5pm 753-2633 after 5prn 8150/ea 7594960 Ready
753-8096
for your home 01 10 94
2BR townhouse new, spa
AKC ROTTWEILER PUPaous, at appliances maid
PIES OFA certified,
mg washer & dryer
bloodlines,,
Champion
753-4573
large heads & bones Mov4BR, 2 bath apts available ing, must soil tor $100
i for Jan ocdtpancy Centel 753-3594
h/a, appacances furnished
Located on Diugind Cole- HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
man RE 753-9898
Classes or private lessons
EMBASSY 2br, central Serving Murray for OVOI
gas appliances furnished
12yrs 436-28...%
Coleman RE 7539898
PEG'S Dog Grooming
FURNISHED impartments
753-2915
Renting now Available Ja
nuary 6 No pets Zimmer
110
man Apartments 753-6609
Real
BROW
LARGE 2br duplex, gas
heat, good shape
KOPPERUD Realty has
8326/mo 631 North 4th
buyers waiting to purchase
Cal 753-2339 or 753-8767
homes al price ranges If
you
are thinking of selling.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
courteaccepting applications for contact one of our
and professional
ous
1, 2 and 3tir apartments
753-1222
or stop
agents
at
Phone 759-498-4 Equal
by office at 711 Main St
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2tir duplex with caport and outside storage,
$435/me plus lease 8 deposit Cal 753-7951
NEW duplex, all op
pianos', 2tx, 1 bath. deposal 8 lease 759-4058
NICE duplex 2br, ,central
tva. appliances furhishad
Coleman RE 753-9898

ROBERTS Reek, Calloway County's oldest and
most rekade real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs ea Fern today at 753-16511 Sycamore and 121h St

CLASSIFIED

DAVID LAMB

CONSTRUCTION
Roofing
Remodeling
Plumbing
Electrical
FREE ES7TH4TTS"
Rt, 6 Ion 58-89
Murray, KY

15021 554-1860
15021 753-5111

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. h.
BRICK HOME. Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat k
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Orin 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Saner 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

Chamber News

Swileas
.-011sin

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor
Experienced builder
Of houses garages
pole barns 8 Storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
eStimates, no lob
too large or too
Small

474-8267
ANTIOUE refinishing, furcuslorn
niture repair
woodworking 753-8056
BACKHOE Sennos - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways. hauling, foundation.
etc 7159-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
repar. replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Swum. com
piele foundations 'spec
systems R H Nesbitt Ida
sorry Phone 492 8516
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Servme All work guaranteed 753-1134 or
436-5832
CARPORTS tor cars and
trucks Special sues for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quarty, excellent
viaue. Roy Hi 759-4664.

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Hoeing. Cooing Electric,
inc. Service, sale and insallesion (502) 435 4694,36-4327
EXPERIENCED dry well
finwhing References realable 436-2060
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing, tree waft
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vrtyl siding. peating Free estimates 18
years expenence Local manna's 438-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Fiernodeling, vinyl ming
vinyl replacement window., vinyl flooring
4362052
HEATING Flan Hal Heeling: Cooling and Electric
Co Service. unit replacement and complete instailbon Licensed gas instant
Phone 435 4699
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING •Sennng Calloway Co
for 22 years • Carpets
Upholstery- Em•rgency
water removal 753-5827
LICENSED for eiectnc and
gas 753-7203
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
PLUMBING repairmwi with
same day service Call
436-5255

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% sensor
citizen cfsioqurns We sal
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, traders. offices
.....„s„
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating •
and Cooling Service Com
pate installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754

S

CUSTOM bulldozing and
beckhoe work, sepbc systems, 354-8161 alter 4pm
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow ng ceilings 753-4761
O & T Construction. Remodeling, addons,dedui,
siding, armee, electrical 8
• rnbing . 436-2744.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
'Rename gutless rangy
of colors Licensed. in
sured Esemme available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Samos Carew, cawing- .
servng 616, most ntrows
135 Free esarnates Route
1, Milo Open 612. 1-6,
Mon Fri 753-0530
WINDOW 8 doer repair
20yrs experience.
753-2330
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 maim
manufacturers. Al work
and pens warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
paining, plumbing. con
crete Free manatee Cal
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrarnan 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with hA
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
T C Dinh Fissapir III Marienance Eleollical•Clatining
Sewers 1210 Main Street,
753-125201500. 753-0606.
753-5705 after 5pm.

CUST0611 KITCHEN CABINETS
CUST061 1,000WORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
&

Lauren Hines, a second grad. student at Murray Christian Academy,
snares a book with kindergartener Crystal Pugh as part of a special
reading assignment

Social Security rep to
visit Murray Jan. 25
A representative from the Mayfield Social Secunty office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, Jan. 25
until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
• Before geuing his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Secunty credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
weeks before it will be needed.

• After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
• When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement -- at65 for full rate
benefits or as early as62 for reduced
benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2or 3
months before 65 even if there are
no plans for retirement.
• Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Poultry growers group
meets at PADD office

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
am )
3 bs,/ and see
• sDur.opuR
,R our,ndshai.:coo
. 75.3-sore

The Kentucky Contract Poultry
Growers Association held its annual
meeting on Dec. 4, at the PADD
building in Mayfield.
There was a large turn-out to
welcome several guest speakers and
participate in the transaction of
business. Byford Temple, from
Marshall County, was elected as the
newest member of the KCPGA
board of directors. Alan Adams,
from Graves County, was re-elected
to a three year term on the board.
As with all meetings of the
KCPGA, the issue of dead bird.
disposal and waste management
was a major topic of discussion. The
organization is continually working

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners. Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettenng. Planless Signs, Vrandow Lettering. Real
Estate Signs, Office Signage. Greeting and Adver
tising Posters. Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs, Metal and Foam Letters Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays Any Custom
Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

to become ecologically responsible
and to further the good neighbor
policy in the community.
The next meeting of the KCPGA
will be held at the PADD building in
Mayfield on Thursday. Jan. 6 at 7
p.m. In addition to regular business,
officers will be elected along with a
replacement for John Pennington,
whose term has expired as the
director for the National Contract
Association.
Growers
Poultry
Everyone is welcome and all members are urged to attend.
For further information, contact
Alan Adams (382-2510) or John
Pennington (527-1015).

Older alcoholics respond
better to treatment programs

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
CLINTON, Ky.(AP) — Travel
even the remotest of Kentucky
backroads and chances are somebody's oncoming car will tell you
"IAM-4UK."
Untold thousands of Kentuckians drive vehicles with novelty
front-bumper license plates proclaiming they're University of
Kentucky Wildcat sports fans.
Only Donnie Stroud of Clinton
has the genuine back-bumper
"IAM" tag, and it keeps putting
him on the wrong side of the law.
"I've been called about a parking v10111liCin in Queens, N.Y.,"
said Stroud, 40, a tire factory
maintenance worker in nearby
Union City, Tenn. "I've also
been called about the same thing
from North Carolina, St. Louis,
one of the Dakotas and
Virginia."
That wasn't the worst of it. "A
police detective called me from
Cincinnati and claimed I had
wrecked a bar," Stroud
remembered.
Time and again, the long arm
of the law has reached him in
Clinton, the Hickman County
seat Time and again, Stroud has
had to prove his innocence.
Out-of-state cops mistake the
white and blue just-for-fun
"IAM4UK" plates for his samehued real McCoy. As a result, a
fistful of parking tickets — and
the bar bust-up — have been
pinned on the wrong Big Blue
booster.
"I thought I was finally going
to make it through a year. but the
other day I got a call from the
University of Virginia." Stroud
said;"They claimed 1 had parked
in front of a fire hydrant."
Stroud said it's plain to lawmen he's blameless when the
make, model and color of offending vehicles don't match his blue

r

1990 Buick Regal, which his
wife, Sara, 38, usually drives
anyway. "Evidently all they do is
look at the front license plates,"
he said.
Despite the trouble its caused
him, Stroud would rather holler
for the Hoosiers than part with
his personalized plate. "I've had
people offer me money to give it
up," he said. "But it's not for
sale."
He got the one-of-a-kind
"IAM 4UK" plate in 1986 after
spotting several novelty tags.
"Somebody had it in 1983 and
then gave it up. Nobody had it in
1984 and 1985. I just went to the
county clerk's office and asked
for it."
Stroud admits his proper plate
looks only slightly different from
the plentiful pretenders. For the
record, it lacks a dash between
the "M" and "4." It's -also
stamped "HICKMAN" for his
home county in deep western
Kentucky, a long way from
Queens, Carolina and elsewhere
he allegedly parked unlawfully.
"The parking tickets were
pretty easy to take care of," he
said. The Cincinnati charges were
something else.
"This detective said I'd gone
into the bathroom of a bar, broken off a sprinkler head, flooded
the place and then drove off,"
Stroud said. A witness evidently
furnished police with the perpetrators' front license plate number
as he drove off: "IAM-4IJK."
Not taking any chances, Stroud
enlisted Hickman County Sheriff
Mike Reilly. Reilly assured the
Cincinnati police that --Stroud
wasn't the bar brawler.
"Now I'm kind of worried
about s robbery or Somebody getting killed, Stroud said with a
grin.

liy DR. MICHAEL FREEDMAN
NEW YORK (AP) — While
problem drinking can occur at
any age, it appears that older
alcoholics, particularly those
whose heavy drinking began later
in life, tend to respond better
than younger alcoholics to treatment programs and support
groups like Alcoholics
Anonymous.
A recent issue of the Tufts
University Diet and Nutrition
Letter dealt with this problem. It
noted that among older problem
drinkers, about one in three developed their habit only in their
senior years.
People who have lost a spouse
arc thought to make up the
largest segment of late-onset
drinkers, but new retirees, who
may be bored, lonely and coping
on a lower income may also be
susceptible.
The older man or woman can
become a habitual and chronic
drinker in a very short time,
sometimes within months. It
takes much less alcohol to affect
someone at 65 than at 45 because
of age-related changes in metabolism and body changes.
Loved ones and friends may
not easily recognize an alcohol
problem in Someone 65 or older
because the signs of excessive
drinking, such as, depression,
memory loss, confusion, unsteady
gait, and reduced physical capacitv- , are similar to those of
advanced age.
Anyone seeking help can telephone the Hope Line at the
National Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence at
1-800-NCA-CALL.
Evidence of the apparent value
of pct ownership in reducing doctor visits was cited in the December issue of the Harvard Health
Letter.
Judith Siegel. an epidemiologist at the University of California at Los Angeles spent a year
tracking 938 people covered by
Medicare and enrolled in a health
maintenance organization. She
watched in particular for the

•

1

interplay of stressful life events,
use of doctors' services and wellbeing among the people
surveyed.
In her study. Siegel found that
37 percent of people she tracked
and who owned pets went to the
doctor less often than people
without pets.
This was true regardless of
chronic health problems, gender,
race, education, income, employment status, or the extent of the
individual's social supports.
The prostate gland is a walnut.
sized organ surrounding a man's
urethra that produces fluid for
sperm. After age 50, about 30
percent of men develop benign
prostate enlargement. Symptoms
may include pain and difficulty
urinating.
Until recently, the only
recourse in the most severe cases
was surgery to remove the gland.
Now, some surgeons are beginning to use lasers for these operations. While the procedure is still
considered experimental, results
show it causes less blood loss,
and recovery is faster than conventional prostate surgery.
The laser procedure can be
done with an overnight hospital
stay or on an out-patient basis,
though it requires general
anesthesia.
The procedure requires passing
a laser fiber through a telescope
and aiming the laser beam at different areas of the prostate, to
vaporize the tissue.
In time, the body sloughs off
what remains of the vaponzed
tissue and expels it in the urine.
While long-term results of laser prostate surgery are unknown,
it holds promise as a treatment
alternative for benign prostate
enlargement -- along with drug
treatment and other new forms of
surgery.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr.
Michael i.e.edman is the . Diane
and Arth r Beller Professor of
Geriatric Medicine and Director
of Geriatrics at New York University Medical Center.

As we are about to begin our 67th ambassador greeters
Volunteers are what make _say
year, a is time 10 say thanks to our
over 600 members and volunteers broad based membership organizathat support the chamber and work tion and the chamber is no excep
to make Murray and Calloway tion. Our committees and volun
leers assisted this year with over 71 !
County a baser place.
This is a great community with nbbon cuttings welcoming new or
many fine people. If we tried to expanding businesses they helped
name all those for whom we are with the annual sidevcalk sale and
thankful, we would surely leave Christmas promotion. supported
several out. We know who they are, arts organizations by assisting with
and to you we say a personal thank the 9th Annual Jackson Purchase
Art and Craft Festival. priced grocyou!
Our membership survey in 1993 ers items, houses, health care, utilishowed that our members, although ties. transportation and miscellawanting a strong economic deve- neous goods and •...r.ices quarterly
lopment program, support a wide for the ACCR.A Cost of Living
range of activities that we continue Index, and completed another sui
cessful year with our school busito provide,
This year, we held our first ness partnership program. Each ol
business development week with these programs and activities conassistance from SBA and TVA. It tinue to gross and receive great
was reported that we had record support from our community.
Finally, let us close by saying that
auendance over simiLar programs
held in other communities. The the efforts to bring a four lane
week long activities in March at- highway to this county is just
tracted over 500 participants at beginning. A lot was said this year
seminars, a mobile assistance unit, about 1-69 and 1-66, and more will
and hands on counseling. As a follow. However, we must stay
result of this week, we have estab- focused on the Cadiz. Murray, Maylished a video library on topics like field project or Alternate 3 that will
starting your own business, market- continue to move along in the state's
ing, and developing a business plan. six year road plan. This project is
We are happy to loan these for in - important for many reasons that
home use or they can be viewed at involve our economy and it is the
top road project at this time.
our office.
The six year road plan and many
This year has also seen us cornoleic an economic development other issues affecting our community will be the topics in 1994 by
long range plan. This plan will
guide us in developing our indust- the Kentucky General Assembly,
rial park and conveys our values as Murray State University will con
we recognize the changing global tinue to he a major topic as they seek
economy that does involve our funding to maintain a quality foiu
community. We are excited about year institution. Worker compensameeting our community's future tion is at a crisis in Kentucky and
must he addressed; and then there is
needs for continued growth.
Speaking of growth,this year, we Health Care. Health ('are will be
have mailed approximately 2,000 changed and that is all that is certain
relocation and retirement packets to at this time. The Murray-Calloway
California, County Chamber with your conpotential residents.
Florida, Illinois, Michigan and Wis- tinued support will work on these
consin continue to be the states issues and continue with the progrequesting information, but we have rams our members support
We want to pause to say again,
requests from all states and several
foreign countries. Our volunteers at thank you, but as you can see 1994
will be a busy 67th year. From all of.
the office continue to greet these
us at the Chamber, we wish all of
visitors in the spring, summer and
you a safe, successful and prosperfall months. In fact, some of our
new residents have become our ous new year.
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HOROSCOPES
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Home and hearth mean t.:Aer)thing iii these
Capricorn tots. Sadly, they sometimes must wait until adulthood to attain th •
kind of domestic life the's desire. Meanwhile, they ss,ll work lr.ii,1 - MON
ing step by step to achieve their career and financial goals. No one Lai:
I !le.
accomplish as much as a Capricorn dedicated to a special ca.
still be at their desks long after their co-workers have gone h..,)oot
ural caution keeps them from acting .mptise.,..s Ill 101,1.i,
.
(Tn.:order•revvsed and updated top)of leant. I
rrHow Astrolop Can !kip 5,.ic Find 'knit
io Own. tlo Andrew. and VI,. WTI. PO ti,.
Andte., and McMeel
WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 5. 1994
(For your personalized daily leane.Duain hon'scope. •erl on our own
date of birth. call 1-9(10-988 77148 lour phone company N Ili hill
cents a minute. I
...gild stir
appraisal 01 y•,l1r
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
i.:01.1111 afralflre:
prise you RC%
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
•
Although loved ones' problems will -.ments.
SCORPIO it kr. 23-!si iv. 21 I. A
sometimes infringe on your work
brainstorming session ik Ith L- 01 hours, you will still make considerleagues produce. 1nnis cit till creable headway in the areas of busiativeadcas. A daring 1111:01041 proness and finance. Guard against the
posal or career thus,,'
y al.
pressure tactics used and advocated
Romance could bloom hinigitt. Proby others. Romance will he both
tect sour health.
lively and rewarding next summer.
SAGITTARIl S (No.
Do what you can to strengthen hum
hdc-e
21i: Yuiu tim sc.t
ly ties. Opportunities to travel may
been working for Your. talents and
he somewhat limited. Make the
skills are in mu,, It cp.%ilt:r demand.
most of them!
PosItiVeNibes evilly en >MIT love Ilk.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
:
Be more objective Akan your anis
THIS DATE: choreographer Alvin
tic efforts.
Ailey. actress Pamela Sue Martin.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan.
legendary botanist George Washing191: You have a great idea that will
ton Carver. and me!
further your career.- Assistance
ARILS (March 21-April 19): Be
comes from a hidden benefactor:
noncommittal about a career opporRealize what wonderful friends you
tunity until you can talk it over with
have! Delve Into one Of your
loved ones. You need to get an
favorite books tonight.
expen's opinion before leaping into
.:
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
something new.
The financial picture looks rilore
TAURUS (April 20.May 201:
promising now-. a friend covers for
You may be faced With a dishonest
you in an embarrassing situation.
situation of someone else's making.
Strive tor greater stability on the
Deal with it in a prompt and fonhdomestic front.
nght manner and you will emerge a
PISCES (Veb 19-March 20):
winner!
Adventure beckons' Be very SecuriGEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
ty-conscious 11 traveling or visiting
Being in the right place at the right
another city tor the first time. An
lime is a key component ot success.
oyercontident attitude could land
Dress attractively- . An influential
you in hot e. mer. Take along travelperson will be assessing your
er's checks instead of .ash
appearance. Show more appreciation for favors.
CANCER (June 21-July.22): A
personal project can be advanced
now. Your ideas are right on target.
Take a leaf from an old friend's
book. Approach those who have the
41 out of 100 Kentuckians
authonty to make far-reaching decisions.
are more likely to read a
LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Despite
printed circular if it is
a rocky start, this should turn out to
be a great day. Settle any differences
inserted in the newspaper
with a lbved one at the earliest
compared to 30 out of 100
opportunity. Skyrockets could go oft
who are more likely to
where romance is concerned. Wed
ding bells Ong!
read a printed circular that
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
is mailed direct to their
emphasis now is on independence
and mobility. A younger person
homes.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1993
could have the last word in making
The Preston Group. Lesiva", Ky
to
content
an important decision. Be
ride with the tide. Financial affairs
look promising.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 2.1' r lloid
back if other people urge you to rte.!)
toward a goal. More study or leg
work will let you solve a puzzle. An

Reader& Favor
New8p8per 1n8erts!
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South dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
•K Q
•83
•6 5 4 2
•A 7 5 3 2
EANT
WEST
4963
487 5 2
.Q.11082
•A 96 4
•K
•QJ108 7
•J 108 4
•—
SOUTH
ili A J 104
•K
• A 93
•K Q 96
The bidding
North East
South West
2 NT
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — queen of diamonds
Assume you're declarer in three
notrurnp and Westleads the queen of
diamonds East plays the king and
you can't afford to duck — because
he might shift to a heart — so you
win the diamond with the ace
It's easy to go wrong at this point.
Suppose you play the king ofclubs at
trick two, which seems the normal
thing to do. If you did, you'd go down
regardless of how you played thereafter. East's J-10-8-4 of clubs would

stop you from making the contract
Unlucky, you might say to yourself However,if you gave the matter
seriods thought, you'd realize that
you should have made three notrump
All you had to do was to lead the six
of clubs to the ace at trick two, and
you would have made four club tricks
instead of three to wrap up the contract
Why should you play the chitlins
at trick two instead of the king? He
cause it enables you to pick up four
tricks in the suit without losing the
lead if East started with all four
clubs, while the same is not true no
matter how you initiate the suit if
West started with four clubs.
You could argue that the chance
of East being dealt all four missing
clubs is too remote to be considered
If that's the way your thinking goes.
it indicates that you're not going all
out to play the game as it should be
played
The fact is that it can't cost you
the contract to play the six of clubs
first, but it might cost you the contract to Way the king first Since
there's a possibility —howeversmall
— that the king play might prove
ruinous, and since no harm can come
from the six play, you should lead the
club six at trick two.

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association

Ten years ago
Workers with D.C. Hanson
Construction Company of Bowling Green are pictured working
on two new bridges on U.S. 641
South of Murray. The photograph
is by Staff Photographer Greg
Travis.
Mary Linn, R.N. and staff
nurse at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, has been named as
the hospital's first clinical specialist in its cnucal care unit.
Names of jurors for Calloway
County District Court starting
Jan. 6 have been announced by
Circuit Court Clerk Ann Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Alexander
were married for 40 years Jan. 2.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Knolton,
Dec. 25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Bright and a girl to Mr,
and Mrs. Jackie Lynn Lamb, Dec.
28.

Twenty years ago
Preston Perry retired Dec. 28
as postmaster of Hazel after 30
years of service with the U.S.
Postal Service. He was honored
at a dinner at Gallimore's
Restaurant on Jan. 3.
Bill Boston of Murray High
School and Mark West of Murray
University School are pictured
with Skylab Astronaut Pete Conrad as he talks about the third
manned mission in space with
more than 100 Kentucky students
at KET Network Center. "Skylab:
In School," a special program on
Skylab Project is being aired on
KET today, Jan. 4.
St. Mary's beat Calloway
County High School and Tilghman beat Mayfield in Paducah
Tilghman Christmas Invitational
Basketball Tournament. High
scorer for Calloway was Greg
Howard. Tilghman beat St

DEAR ABBY. I :on a middleaged. divorced professional man.
leading s bujiy—ardive.life. _A year
and a half ago. my eldest daughter,
*Mary." who is 33, separated from
her husband, so I invited Mars- and
her two lively grade-school children
to move into my home. Mary is.
attendingcollege and has little outside income
I gave Mary the master bedrtsim
and her kids the other bedvisini on
that floor. and I moved into the
basement recreation maw The situation is rather chaotic, hut I love
them all. Hen:),the problem.
Ahnut four months ago. Mary
started going steady with "John."

Last month john started
sleeping with her a couple nights a
week. Although I and the kids like
John, 1 aril not overjoyed with his
sleeping here with Mary. since he
will probably want to spend more
and more time here. and I am concerned about the possible adverse
effect it might have on the children.
Mary thinks her obvious warm
relationship with John will have
a good influence on the children.
Is my concern warranted? Or am
I just being old-fashioned?
GRANDPA

DEAF? ABBY

knie4 n for twii

Fiteinessmiin

"old-fashioned" — you are being
realistic. If your grandchildren
see their mother's boyfriend
sleeping with their mother, they
will think it's OK. But it's not OK
for unmarried people to openly
share a bedroom in the presence
of children.
•
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Hurt in Euclid. Ohio," who was
having difficulty getting her roundrobin letter from friend to friend. I
learned early orr that the hest way
to get a response is to send a selfaddressed,stamped envelope.
My husband left his boots at my
sister's home when we visited them
in another town. I wrote to her SeV-

years.

•

DEAR GRANDPA: Your concern is indeed warranted, and in
my opinion, you are not being
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-POST-IT_NOTE
WOMAN.

DEAR DR. GOTT I suffer from
PMS. For the past several years I've
experienced painful headaches that
cause me to become nauseated. I
understand they are the result of hormonal fluctuations but they are debilitating_ Are you aware of any remedy
for this problem?
DEAR READER: Premenstrual
syndrome, a common but poorly
understood phenomenon, refers to an
exaggerated sense of irritability,
moodiness and depression expenenced by many women just before the
beginning of each menstrual period
The syndrome also may include
headache, fluid retention, and sore
breasts. Although it is the source of
many sexist jokes, PMS is real -- and
often extremely troublesome -- to the
women who experience it.
PMS seems to be related to an
improper balance of the female hormones estrogen and progesterone in
a woman's body although allergies,
psychological factors and kidney malfunction also have been implicated
The condition is diagnosed by the
behavioral and emotional changes
that the women land those around
therm perceive
PMS is treated in a variety of ways
Fluid retention and its consequences
may be helped by diuretic medication
and adherence to a low salt diet
Avoidance of caffeine may help. Stress
counseling may be useful and the judicious use of prescription tranquilizers, such as Valium, often assist
women in "getting over the hump."
Vitamin supplements, esp'ec'ially
those containing pyridoxine and magnesium, frequently alleviate symptoms Severe cases may require the
use of hormonal manipulation (supplemental hormones, such as birth
control pills).
PMS symptoms vary widely in
seventy. Those women with the affliction should be examined land moni•
toted) by gynecologists, who can suggest appropriate therapy, including
hormones if indicated.
DEAR DR. GOTT. In response to
your recent column on thumb sucking, I want to suspnse you by indicating I'm in my late 20s and still suck
my thumb. I often wonder if I am the
only one who does it at such a late
age You'll understand why I won't
give my name and address
DEAR READER Well, ah, OK. I
guess.
C MIK NEWSPAPER ETY7RPRISE ASSN
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

clothing

42 Sign on door
43 Garret
45 Roof edge
46 Apply lightly
48 Positive
words
50 Sweet potato
51 Bushy hairdo
53 Stretched
tight
55 Symbol for

6 Pester
11 Huriy-burly
12 — and
feathered
14 That thing
15 Prejudice
17 Winglike
18 Haul with
short
20 Cancel
23 Epoch
24 Large birds
26 Passageway
in church
28 Newfoundland iabbr
29 Golfer Sam

lutetium

56 Waterlogged
59 Overflows
61 Become
twisted
62 Literary
composition

•
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DEAR ABBY: We are always
reading_about unwed mothers who
give up their children Sir adoption.
What about the fathers of these
children? Have they no rights?
I am the father of a baby boy
born out of wedlock. I would have
given my right arm to have raised
that child. hut I- had no say in the
matter; he was given to strangers
who adopted him.
I went to court over this — and
lost. We hear so much about
"women's rights"; what about men's
- rights? The system stinks.
DISGUSTED IN TEXAS

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

1 Little Orphan

have
and
riand.
life.
anis- -

DEAR SUE: A wise move'
on your part. I also learnlid
long ago that a self-addressed,
stamped envelope immeasur•
ably increases one's chances for
a prompt reply to a letter.

DR. GOTT

CATHY

qz I

eral times, asking her to please send
my husband's boots hack. No boots.
Finally. I sent her an empty box
with our address and the proper
postage on it and my husband got
his boots back with no further
delaySi'E WALKUP JUDD,
SEARCY. ARK.

DEAR DISGUSTED: The
"stinking" system has been
deodorized. Some fathers have
sued for custody of their children — and won. There are now
organizations that promote
a child's right to have both
h mother and a father.'rhe one
with which I am the most familiar is the Children's Rights
Council, 220 Eye St. N.E., Suite
230, Washington, D.C. 20002,1362. The toll-free telephone
number is 1800i 787-5437. The
council recently published a
book titled "The Best Parent Is
Both Parents: A Guide to
Shared Parenting in the 21st
Century," edited by David 1.
Levy. The price is $9.95.

CALVIN and HOBBES

stir
Inge;

Dec. 14.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Schools have
received a tentative entitlement
of $8,700 under public law 874,
providing aid to schools in federally effected areas.
Radarman Third Class Oliver
C. McLemore Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. O.C. McLemore Sr., is serving on the heavy cruiser, USS
Los Angeles.
Lone Oak beat New Concord
and Mayfield beat Murray in
games at Mayfield High School
Invitational Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were
Randal Robinson for Lone Oak,
Gene Mathis for New Concord,
Arnold for Mayfield, and Alexander for Murray.
Jane Fitts and Thomas B.
Loveu were married Dec. 26 at
the home of her brother, Cecil
Fitts.

-Mary's for the championship.
Thirty years ago
Circuit Court Clerk James Blalock, Commonwealth attorney
James M. Lassiter and Circuit
Judge Earl Osborne were sworn
in Dec. 30 by Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Glenn Wooden, Lester Nanny,
Doyce Morris, T.C. Collie,
Carver Paschall, Peg Cothran,
W.B. Parker, Thomas Hendon
and L.C. Hendon were installed
as officers of Camp 592 of
Woodmen of World. Installed as
officers of Court 728 of WOW
were Mrs. James Shelton, Mrs.
James Herndon, Mrs. Murray
Turner, Mrs. Kenneth Lamb, Mrs.
Clarence Horton, Mrs. Walton
Stallons, Mrs. Allen Rose, Mrs.
W.B. Parker, Mrs. James Ward
and Mrs. John Simmons.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Magness,
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10 Longs (for)
11 Bathroomfloor pieces
13 Rough sketch
16 Cut with
scissors
19 Invitee
21 Information
69c),
22 South
American
animal
25— Claus
27 Habituate
30 Divine being
32 To whom —
— concern
34 Grafted
(heraldry)
38 Soft drinks
37 Befuddled 13
wds
18 Main idea
40 In oblong
fashion
41 Romulus
brother
44 Stop
17 — muffin
49 Eats
52 Wood sorrel
54 — the season
to be lolly
57 Teutonic
deity
58 Deciliter
(abbr )
60 California city
(abbr )
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DEATHS
Mrs. Gracie Pauline Garland

Jerry L. Bolls
The funeral for Jerry L. Bolls will be Wednesday at 10 a.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ John Dale will officiate.
congregational singing will be held.
Acuve pallbearers will be Gene McDougal, John Miller, Johnny Bohannon, Charles Olree, Bill Looney and Tommy Payne.
Honorary pallbearers will be James Thurmond and deacons of
.iendalc Church.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home where friends may call
after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to
Jerry L. Bolls Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mr. Bolls, 52, Murray, died Monday at 5:09 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The owner of Bolls Insurance Agency, he was well known in
the area as song leader at Glendale Road Church of Christ,
where he was a member.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Karen Smith Bolls; two
daughters, Mrs. Kelly Lee Mackey and husband, James Lee,
and Kaci Shanon Bolls; one son, Jeremy Lance Bolls; his
mother, Mrs. Inez S. Bolls, and his mother-in-law, Mrs. Fern
Smith, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Beth (Lynn)
Winched Amarillo, Texas, and Deborah Kay Bolls, Houston,
Texas; one brother, Bobby Wayng Bolls, Columbus, Ind.; one
aunt, Effie Stites,. Newport, Ark.

Mrs. Gola Alexander Boyd
Mrs. Gola Alexander Boyd, 90, Murray, died Monday at 9.0
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a graduate of Barlow High School, Bethel College,
Murray State Teachers College and Western Kentucky University. She had retired as an elementary teacher in Kentucky. Tennessee and Arkansas.
Mrs. Boyd was a member of First United Methodist Church,
United Methodist Women, and Waters/Doran Circle.
Her husband, George VanDursen Boyd, two sisters and three
brothers preceded her in death. Born Oct. 1, 1903, at Kirksey,
she was the daughter of the late James Bernard Alexander and
Sara Ezell Alexander.
Survivors include a stepdaughter, Mrs. Martha Boyd Ringnell,
Winter Park, Fla.; live nieces, Mrs. Willette Kuhlman and husband, Robert, Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Sara Scoggins and husband,
Lenard, Eldorado, Ark., Mrs. John Beck, Sand Springs, Okla.,
Mrs. Pat Freiwald and husband, Allen, Grosse Point Park,
Mich., and Mrs. Sara Volgenau and husband, Ernest, McLean,
Va.; two nephews, J.D. Alexander and Carmon Alexander, Texas; 10 stepgrandchildren; several stepgreat-grandchildren.
Interment of urn will be in Edger County Cemetery, Paris,
III. Memorial services will be held at a later date.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of loce
irrangements.

James (Jim) Rasbottom
The funeral mass for James (Jim) Rasbottom will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church, Equality, Ill.
Burial will follow in St. Joseph Cemetery with arrangements
by Jones Funeral Home of Equality.
Friends may call at the church after 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray has charge of local
afrangements.
Mr. Rasbottom, 71, Rt. I, Kirksey, died at his home.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Helen Westerhous, and one
nephew, David Westerhous, both of Texas.

Miss Laura Lou Rogers
Private graveside services for Miss Laura Lou Rogers were
held Monday morning at Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove. Visitation was Sunday evening at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Miss Rogers, 71, Murray, died Saturday at 7:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Annabelle Stone, Murray,
and Mrs. Ruth Parks, Louisville; two brothers, Charles E.
Rogers, Fairfax, Va., and ,Harry Henson, Morristown, Tenn.;
several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Edith Sue York
Services for Mrs. Edith Sue York will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Earwood and John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday) at the
funeral home.
Mrs. York, 60, of 713 South Fourth St., Murray, died Monday at 12:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Alvin York; two
sons, Keith S. York and wife, Lynne, and Kelvin R. York, and
one grandson, Scott York, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Novalee Nimmo, Paducah; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Lounell Reed,
Benton; six nephews.

Gable stepping down
as chairman of GOP
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Robert Gable, a pesky partisan on
behalf of Republican issues for
more than two decades, is stepping downsis GOP state chairman
in Kentucky.
.
Gable said Monday he wants
Terry Carmack, a close ally of
GOP Sen. Mitch McConnell, to
he his successor and have both
!fibs.
Gable, who has sometimes
found himself in the middle of
squabbles within his own party as
well as with Democrats, said he
has thought about leaving for
some time and thought that Carmack would make a good
successor.
-1 felt that after seven years in
. office, a 'fellow needs to think
about when he's not going to be
in office," Gable said.
Carrnack took the job as executive director in May 1993. He
'was McConnell's campaign
-hairman in 1990 and was a
member of the senator's staff in
Washington.
Gale played down any controversy within the party that

included him.
"I've noticed lightning going
off occasionally. I'm not sure
why," Gable said.
Most recently, Gable was
accused of taking sides in the
1991 GOP gubernatorial primary
with then-U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins over Larry Forgy.
Forgy, who is considered the
leading contender for the GOP
gubernatorial nomination in 1995,
said he was not consulted about
Gable's decision or his
replacement.
"I did not know he was resigning," Forgy said. "I have not
been consulted about his successor. 1 wish him the best."
Forgy declined to comment
about whether he felt he should
have been consulted about a successor. He did say he had "no
problem with Carmatk."
Little of the party feuding is
now active.
"I think I'd rather leave not
under pressure," Gable said. "I
feel awfully good about this."
Carmack's selection is not
assured, but considered likely.

Services for Mrs. Gracie Pauline Garland were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
John W. Wnney and the Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiated.
Music was by Gary Vacca, organist and soloist.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. Burial was in Barnett Cemetery at Pottertown in Calloway County.
Mrs. Garland, 83, Almo, died Friday at 9 a.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Marvin Garland,
one daughter, Alice Lavenia Garland, one son, Donnie Dale
Garland, one grandchild and three sisters.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Maxine Jones and husband, Joe Pat, Hardin, and Mrs. Edna Moody and husband, Billy Frank, Puryear, Tenn.; three sons, James Warren Garland and
wife, Mary, Mayfield, Billy Gene Garland and wife, June, Murray, and Lonnie Clark Garland and wife, Carolyn, Union City,
Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Eula Mae Garland, and a brother-inlaw, O.B. (Bub) Garland and wife, Ada, Murray; 17 grandchildren; 24 great-grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; nine
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Donald P. Starks
The funeral for Donald P. Starks was Monday at 3 p.m. at
North Atlanta Church of Christ, Roswell, Ga. Bill Long
officiated.
Burial was in Green Lawn Cemetery there with arrangements
by Roswell Funeral' Home, 950 Mansell Rd., Roswell, Ga.
30076.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of contributions to North Atlanta Church of Christ
Mr. Starks, 62, Roswell, Ga., died there Saturday. His death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Starks had served as 3 missionary for the Churches of
Christ. He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks
of Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marian Fisk Starks; one
daughter, Mrs. Patricia Eastland and husband, John, Tyler, Texas; two sons, Walter Starks and his wife, Tuscaloosa, Ala., and
Paul Starks and his wife, Houston, Texas; two sisters, Mrs.
Edna Knight, Washington, D.C., and Mrs. Urbena Koenen and
husband, Howard, Murray; three brothers, Harod Starks, Little
Rock, Ark., Roy Starks and wife, Alexa, Murray. and Joe
Starks, Richardson, Texas; six grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Gladys B. Darnell
Funeral rites' for Mrs. Gladys B. Darnell were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Weldon
Thomas and James Hahn officiated. The song service was by
singers from West Murray Church of Christ.
Her grandson and nephews served as pallbearers. Burial was
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Darnell, 87, of 1615 Ryan Ave., Murray, died Friday at
8:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Bearl Darnell; one son, Dalton
B. Darnell and wife, Marcia Brown, and one grandson, Malcolm Darnel, Sharon, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Treva Mae Block
and Mrs. Anna Faye Hoke and husband, Carl. Murray; three
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Fred Adams, Coldwater, Mrs. Tom Adams,
Gainesville, Fla., and Mrs. Harry Adams, Sikeston, Mo.

Archaeologist talks about
understanding bronze age
in the ancient Middle East
CHICAGO (AP) — Two miles
of narrow tunnels dug by child
miners nearly 5,000 years ago
may change understanding of
how the Bronze Age developed in
the ancient Middle East, a University of Chicago archaeologist
said Monday.
K. Aslihan Yener of the university's Oriental Institute said a
tin mine she and her colleagues
discovered in Turkey's Taurus
Mountains is probably the
world's oldest known heavy
industrial site — dating from
before 3000 B.C.
Yener said the mine and a
nearby smelting site show that
the early civilizations of the
Middle East and southeastern
Europe had domestic sources of
the tin needed to make bronze.
That runs counter to the long.
held belief that a bronze-based
civilization came about only after
the establishment of longdistance trade routes and commercial cities.
No local Turkish tin mines
were known until 1980, when
Yener stumbled upon a series of
old tunnels in the Taurus Mountains at a site called Kestel. The
tunnels followed veins of lowgrade cassitente, a tin ore.
"These tunnels were made by
people who built fires to crack
the surrounding limestone and
then used stone battering rams to
smash into the veins of cassiterite," Yener said. "There also
are huge veins of hematite, an
iron ore, in the same tunnels, but
they didn't bother with it, they
Just tossed it down the slope.
Clearly, the iron was not what
they desired, at all."
A nearby site called Goltepe
had once been a village where
hundreds of people pulverized the
ore with stone tools and smelted
out the tin in earthenware crucibles. Radiocarbon dating indicated Goltepe was occupied from
3290 B.C. to 1840 B.C.
More than 50,000 stone tools
were found at Goltepe. Yener
said, and a dig there last summer
unearthed more than a ton of
crucibles containing traces of
crudely refined tin.
"We are finding that these
people in the mountains are the
true pioneers of industry, not the
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people of the cities who had the
much easier workshop task of
combining the tin and copper to
make bronze," Yener said.
Dr. Vincent C. Pigott a specialist in the archaeology of
metallurgy at the University
Museum of the University of
Pennsylvania, said in Tuesday's
editions of The New York Times
that Yener's discovery was "a
major step forward in understanding ancient metal technology."
But the archaeologists found
only low-grade tin ore, the Times
said, leading one expert to doubt
they had found an acutal mine.
"Almost every piece of granite
has at least minute concentrations
of tin in it," Dr. James D. Muhly, a professor of ancient Middle
Eastern history at Penn, told the
Times. "But was there enough
for mining? I don't think they
have found a tin mine."
The relatively poor quality of
the ore and the labor intensity of
the primitive technology at Kestel
and Goltepe probably led to the
abandonment of the sites, Yener
said.
"Later, people probably found
that it was easier and cheaper to
import tin," she said. "That's
when they started bringing it in
from Afghanistan, Cornwall (in
Britain) and other places. But
that's two millennia after the
industry got started."

90 percent of all shoppers make a point to
read newspaper ads,
including 23 percent
who look for specific
ads. On the other
hand,58 percent of
viewers don't pay
attention to television
commercials they see.
Shopper Atutudes in Kentucky, 1993
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky
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